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Accounting for Electric Alloy
and Tool Steel
By G. Harvey Porter
The use of electric furnaces for the manufacture of high
grade alloy and tool steels has increased very rapidly during the
last ten years. This is evidenced by the fact that at January 1,
1921, there were 356 electric furnaces in the United States alone,
as compared with 19 furnaces at July 1, 1913. Prior to the latter
date crucible furnaces were used almost exclusively. The electric
furnace is specially adapted to the manufacture of high-grade
steels on account of the control that can be exercised over it
during the refining of the metal.
Two factors tend to reduce the cost of electric steel as com
pared with crucible. In the first place, the same standard of
finished steel can be obtained with the use of lower grades of
raw material. Secondly, greater production can be obtained from
the same capital investment and operating expenditure.
The operation in brief embraces the charging of scrap steel
into the furnaces, melting down with electric current, adding the
necessary alloys, refining and pouring into moulds. Upon cooling
sufficiently the moulds are stripped from the steel and it is then
in ingot form. The size of these ingots depends upon the form
in which the steel is to be sold.
The ingots are reheated and rolled into billets. After cool
ing, they are pickled (immersed in an acid bath) and surface
defects are then removed by grinding or chipping with pneu
matic hammers. This produces a clean billet, which is ready to
be either rolled or forged, usually to final size. Some orders
require additional operations, such as rough-turning, cold-draw
ing or cold-rolling. It is also necessary to anneal and straighten
1
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some grades of steel, depending upon the purpose for which it
is to be used.
The product is largely consumed by the automotive indus
tries for parts requiring great strength and toughness, also for
high-grade cutlery, forging dies, drilling tools, taps, reamers, etc.
Control Accounts

The balance-sheet and income and profit-and-loss statement
do not differ materially from those of any other manufacturing
concern. All inventories should have their controlling accounts
and the entire cost system should be controlled by the general
books.
Because of the variation in analysis and quantity of steel on
individual customers’ orders, except standard grades of tool steel,
it has been found advantageous to use a production-order cost
system.
The tabulation below shows the control accounts and the
nature of the detail supporting records.
Control account
Finished stock

Material in process
Raw materials

Supplies
Small stores

Detail accounts
Classified by size and shape groups and
sub-classified by grades within each group.
Order cost ledger, by individual orders.
Raw material ledger, by individual stock
accounts.
Supplies ledger, by individual stock ac
counts.
Small stores ledger, by individual stock
accounts.

Finished stock is also known as warehouse account and em
braces all steels which are of standard analyses and sizes, carried
in stock for immediate shipment. This material is produced on
special stock orders. Cost is accumulated on these orders the
same as on customers’ orders, and upon completion the material
is transferred from material in process to finished stock at the
manufacturing cost so obtained.
Raw materials embrace all classes of scrap, other metals and
alloys which are used in the electric furnaces to produce ingots,
as well as materials known as fluxes and recarburizers used dur
ing the refining of the molten steel.
The supplies account controls the value of all repair and other
materials consumed in the different operations which do not form
2
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any part of the finished product. They include electrodes for the
electric furnaces, coal for heating furnaces in mills and forge
shop, fuel oil for annealing furnaces, brick for relining furnaces
and ladles and other similar supplies.
The materials included in the small stores account are smaller
repair parts, bolts, nuts and laboratory and other supplies which
perform the same function as supplies above mentioned, but are
usually kept in a storehouse or section separate from the bulk
materials.
The proper accounting for material in process, segregated at
all times by individual production orders and detailed within
these orders by sizes and degree of completion, yet always agree
ing in the aggregate with the general ledger control, is by far
the most difficult and yet most important accounting problem met
in this industry. The information so obtained not only provides
correct costs on individual customers’ orders but furnishes the
necessary data for the intelligent control of every phase of
operation within the plant.
A classification of manufacturing accounts is used, and all
labor, material, supplies and other charges to manufacture are
made directly to these accounts, sometimes being charged to
individual orders in addition when directly applicable and at
other times being prorated to orders on the bases later described.
The manufacturing accounts are divided as follows:
Account Numbers

Department and accounts

Operating departments
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1800
1900

to 199
“ 299
“ 399
“ 499
“ 599
“ 699
“ 799
“ 899
“ 999
“ 1099
“ 1199
“ 1299
“ 1799
“ 1899
“ 1999

Electric-furnace department
Rolling mill No. 1
Rolling mill No. 2
Rolling mill No. 3
Pickling department
Chipping and grinding department
Forging department
Rough-turning department
Cold-drawing department
Cold-rolling department
Annealing department
Straightening department
(Reserved for future departments)
Inspection department
Shipping department

3
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Account Numbers

2000
2100
2200
2300

3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600
3700

“
“
“
“

“
“
“
“
“
"
“
“

2099
2199
2299
2399

Department and accounts
Auxiliary departments
Electrical department (maintenance)
Mechanical department (
“
)
Chemical laboratory
Physical laboratory

3099
3199
3299
3399
3499
3599
3699
3799

Expense accounts
Locomotive cranes
Overhead cranes (outside of departments)
Transportation system
Gas
Water
Electric light and power
Compressed air
General plant overhead

Within the divisions above, the accounts are subdivided into
the following groups:
Accounts
1 to 9
10 “ 29
30 “ 39
40 “ 69
70 “ 89
90 “ 99

Group
Material (electric-furnace department only)
Producing labor
Power and fuel
Operating expense
Repairs and renewals
Depreciation

The groups applicable to each department and expense ac
count are used throughout. All accounts that are common to
several or to all of the above departments are given the same
number, with the exception of the prefix number, which is the
symbol of the individual department or expense account. Group
subdivisions within departments facilitate analysis and compari
son with other periods.
After all manufacturing charges for the month have been
made to these classified accounts, the auxiliary departments and
expense accounts are closed into the operating department ac
counts on the proper basis and in a predetermined sequence, in
order that no charges shall overlap and that the auxiliary depart
ments shall bear their proper proportion of the expense accounts.
The charges concentrated in the operating department ac
counts are then distributed to the orders in manufacture in the
following manner:
4
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Electric-Furnace Department

The unit of quantity in which steel is made is known as a
heat, and each heat is melted on a separate customer’s order, or
on a plant order in the case of materials made for stock. The
heat is then the basis for distribution of all charges in the electric
furnace department and these charges are applied on one of the
four following bases:

a. Actual material used in heat.
b. Proportion of tonnage of heat to total tonnage produced.
c. Proportion of time (tap to tap) consumed in making heat
to total time of operation.
d. Proportion of current consumed in making heat to total
current (meter readings).

The electric-furnace department classification, account num
bers and basis of distribution are as follows:
Account
number

Group and name of account

Basis of
distribution

Material group
101
102
103
104
105
106

Metal base (scrap)
Metallic additions
Alloys
Flux
Recarburizers
Unloading raw materials

A
A
A
A
A
B

Producing labor group

111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119

Charging labor
Melting labor
Mould labor
Ladle labor
Crane labor
Ingot-handling labor
General labor
Delays
Administration

B
C
B
B
B
B
B
B
C

Power and fuel group
131
132
135
137

Electric current
Electrodes and plugs
Gas for heating ladles
Fuel for stoves
5
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Account
number

•

Basis of
distribution

141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152

Group and name of account
Operating expense group
Royalty on furnaces
Melting expense
Mould expense
Sinkhead expense
Ladle expense
Crane expense
Lights
Loss on steel scrapped
Chemical laboratory expense
Physical laboratory expense
Water expense
General plant overhead

171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180

Repairs and renewals group
Furnace bottom repairs
Furnace lining repairs
Furnace electrical repairs
Furnace mechanical repairs
Mould repairs
Ladle repairs
Crane repairs
Other equipment repairs
Building repairs
Unloading furnace repair materials

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
C
B

191
195
196
197
198
199

Depreciation group
Furnace depreciation
Mould depreciation
Ladle depreciation
Crane depreciation
Other equipment depreciation
Building depreciation

B
B
B
B
B
C

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
(proportion) B
(
“
) B
(
“
) B
(
“
) B

Account 106—Unloading raw material. The cost of unloading all raw materials received at the plant is charged directly to
operating cost, instead of to the raw material stock accounts.
This simplifies the accounting and furnishes sufficiently accurate
results.
Account 118—Delays. All idle time caused by breakdowns
or other delay is charged to this account. This is quite a factor
in some departments if not closely watched.
Account 119—Administration. This covers the time of the
superintendent and assistant superintendent or general foreman
of the department.
6
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Account 148—Loss on steel scrapped. To this account is
charged the loss on all steel scrapped in inspection or returned by
customers when the defect is attributable to this department.
Account 149—Chemical laboratory expense.
Account 150—Physical laboratory expense.
Account 151—Water expense.
Account 152—General plant overhead. This represents the
proportion of the charges of the auxiliary departments and
expense accounts named applicable to the electric-furnace de
partment.
The scrap resulting from ingot butts (short ingots made when
pouring the last part of a heat) is returned to the scrap piles to
be remelted; the market value of this material as scrap is credited
to the individual heats and orders; and the total is used as a
reduction of the gross cost of the department’s operation.
Rolling mills No. 1, No. 2, and No.3. These are all controlled
by one department and are usually designated by the size of the
mills—for instance, 20" mill, 12" mill, 9" mill, etc.—instead of
by numbers; but a separate series of classification numbers is
used in order to collect the cost of operation of each and the
correct cost on orders.
The order is the basis for distribution of all charges in this
department and these charges are applied on one of the two
following bases:

e. Proportion of tonnage rolled on order to total tonnage
rolled;
f. Proportion of time of mill on order to total time of
operation.

The rolling mill No. 1 classification, account numbers and
basis of distribution are as follows :
Account
number
211
212
213
215
216
217
218
219

Group and name of account
Producing labor group
Charging labor
Heating labor
Mill labor
Saw, shear and hot bed
Handling labor
General labor
Delays
Administration

7
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Account
number

231
232
236
237
241
242
243
248
249
250
251
252

271
272
274
275
276
278
279
280
291
292
294
295
298
299

Basis of
Group and name of account
distribution
Power and fuel group
Electric current—mill
F
Electric current—saw, shear, hot bed,
F
crane, tables, etc.
F
Fuel for furnaces
Fuel for stoves
F
Operating expense group
E
Rolling expense
E
Lubricants
E
Lights
E
Loss on steel scrapped
Chemical laboratory expense (proportion) E
Physical laboratory expense (
“
) E
Water expense
(
“
) E
General plant overhead
(
“
) E
Repairs and renewals group
E
Furnace repairs
E
Mill repairs
Saw, shear, hot bed, crane, table repairs E
E
Electrical machinery repairs
E
Roll turning expense
E
Other equipment repairs
F
Building repairs
E
Unloading furnace repair material
Depreciation group
E
Furnace depreciation
E
Mill depreciation
Saw, shear, hot bed, crane, table depreciation E
E
Electrical machinery depreciation
E
Other equipment depreciation
F
Building depreciation

There is no origin of direct material in this or any other
department except the electric-furnace department. All other
departments perform additional operations on the material orig
inally produced.
The classification and distribution to orders in rolling mills
No. 2 and No. 3 are practically identical to the above with the
exception of the department prefix numbers.
The scrap resulting from crop ends (steel cut from ends after
rolling) is returned to the scrap piles to be remelted, the market
value of this material as scrap is credited to the individual orders
and the total is used as a reduction of the gross cost of rolling
mill operation.
8
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Pickling department, Annealing department.—The operations
in these two departments are in the nature of processes. Several
orders are processed at one time and a cost per ton, based on the
total tonnage handled during the month, is applied to the indi
vidual orders.
Chipping and grinding department, Inspection department.—
The time of chippers, grinders and inspectors is charged directly
to the orders on which they are working, in addition to the proper
account number in the respective departments. The balance of
expense in the department is distributed to the orders in propor
tion to the direct labor so charged.
Forging department, Rough-turning department, Cold-draw
ing department, Cold-rolling department, Straightening depart
ment.—In all of these departments the operations are performed
on equipment or machines of a special type. Charges are centered
around these units and are distributed to orders on the basis of
time spent on order to total time of operation.
Shipping department.—The expense of shipments is most
readily distributed to orders on a basis of tonnage shipped.
General.—The monthly operating costs are posted to the
material-in-process ledger, which is made up of individual order
cost sheets specially designed to facilitate the costing of shipments.
As soon as costs have been applied to the material shipped on
orders during the month the general ledger is closed and monthly
statements are prepared.
Internal Check

Usual forms of internal check are observed for payrolls and
other accounting records, but most stress is laid on the accuracy
of material in process and stock accounts as reflected among the
assets.
It is standard practice to manufacture a slightly greater quan
tity of steel than required on an order to provide for rejections in
the inspection department; and, when the run of material is good,
this excess, up to ten per cent., is usually accepted by the cus
tomer. In order that no surplus material on orders which have
been completed, no obsolete nor inactive material in finished stock,
raw materials, supplies, and small stores may accumulate, a vigi
lant watch must be kept and a positive form of internal check
adopted.
9
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Material in process.—Space is provided on the daily report of
shipments, made by the plant to the accounting and cost depart
ments, to show whether the shipment covers the total order, part
of the order or the final lot of material. If the shipment covers
the whole order or the final lot of material due, it must be accom
panied by another form showing the disposition of any balance
of material left on the order, and it must have attached the neces
sary transfers to scrap and to stock. If the information is not
immediately available, the original copy of the report of ship
ments is forwarded to the accounting department for billing pur
poses, and the cost department copy with the information re
quired follows. However, all delayed reports must be in on the
last day of the current month.
When the shipments are costed, all completed orders are closed
out and no balances are carried into the next month. In addition
to the above precaution one or more men regularly follow up
orders in process of manufacture, and it is their duty to prevent
the accumulation of inactive material on those orders which call
for shipment over a period of several months or longer.
Finished stock (warehouse account).—The detail records of
this stock are on cards, indexed by grade of steel, each card cov
ering the material still on hand from one heat of steel. It is
remembered that all steel is melted by heats and these heats are
numbered consecutively. The identity of the original heat is
maintained on all material to its final shipment.
Upon the receipt of a new order by the plant these stock
records are examined for material of a size and analysis appli
cable. Material conforming to specifications is immediately
withdrawn and applied to the order. This location of physical
material from the card records is one form of internal check.
One of the duties of the stock clerk is the preparation of a
weekly report covering the actual balance on hand of certain
grades of material. A schedule of the grades to be inventoried
is supplied by the plant office, so arranged as to cover the entire
stock, about twice a year, or more often if desirable. This report
is compared with the card records and necessary adjustments are
made. No values are carried on the card records at the plant
office. A ledger of weights and values classified by size groups
and grades is kept in the accounting department. A monthly
report is made by the plant office covering the weight on hand of
10
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each classification and necessary adjustments are made to the
control records. Unimportant differences are disregarded.
Raw materials, Supplies, Small stores.—Weekly reports cov
ering physical inventories of certain stocks, in accordance with a
given schedule, are furnished in the same manner as described
under finished stock above, except that no plant stock records
are kept and the reports are checked directly against the detail
ledgers in the accounting department.
General.—The necessity for annual or semi-annual physical
inventories, always taken in a hurry and for this reason usually
inaccurate, is eliminated and in their place is substituted a more
sane, normal method.
It should be realized that the accuracy of inventory figures
as reflected in a balance-sheet are as important as cash in bank,
if not more so, considering that in this, as in most industries, they
are far greater in amount. Being carried under working and
current assets or similar caption, accuracy also demands that the
constituent parts of the inventory be worthy of the title.
Compilation

of

Data

from

Original Sources

One of Harrington Emerson’s twelve principles of efficiency
calls for reliable, immediate, adequate and permanent records. It
is generally recognized that reliable and adequate records are es
sential if it is worth while to make records at all. However, the
necessity for immediate and permanent records, while not so selfevident, is equally important.
The problem confronting cost accountants in manufacturing
industries is how to compile final and complete data at the end
of the month before they fall in a class with ancient history. In
the plant under consideration a wide use is made of machines in
the compilation of information. With these the original reports
are transferred to cards by means of punched holes which permit
the sorting and tabulating machines electrically to classify and
aggregate the various items recorded.
Labor.—A dual card is used for labor, both the original
written record and the punched record being made on this card.
One card is used for each man each day, the number, name and
date being printed by addressing machine at one end of the card.
The cards are placed in racks and used by the men as clock cards.
Distribution of time to accounts and orders is made by the time
keepers and all the information is then punched on these cards.
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When time is distributed to more than one account, additional
cards are punched, one for each account. The accuracy of the
information so punched is verified by comparison of adding
machine tapes with runs made on the tabulating machine.
At the end of each week the cards are sorted by machine,
accumulating all charges to each account number or other division,
and are run through the tabulating machine. The information
compiled from the tabulating machine forms the detailed labor
distribution.
After this the cards are sorted by man number and run
through the tabulating machine to make the weekly payroll. From
this record, which of course agrees in the aggregate with the
labor distribution, the men are paid.
The monthly labor distribution is assembled from the weekly
records with a split week at the beginning and end of the month
when necessary.
Material.—A dual card is also used for material. For supplies
and small stores the card is used as a requisition by the depart
ment requiring material.
The account number to which the material is to be charged is
shown and the card is signed by the foreman or person authorized
to draw material. When the material is delivered the card is so
stamped and sent to the accounting department as a record of
issues.
The classification number, account number, quantity and value
of the material are punched on this same card. At the end of
each month the cards are sorted by account number and run
through the tabulating machine for supplies and small stores
distribution.
The cards can be resorted by material classification numbers
and posted as issues on the detail ledgers, except when it is de
sirable to do this currently.
All raw materials used are recorded by heats on a daily report
and from this the classification number, account number, order
number and quantity of material are punched direct to the cards.
At the end of the month these are sorted by order number under
each class of material and the quantities are tabulated. Prices for
each class, based on material on hand at the beginning of the
month plus material received subsequently, are applied. This
forms the raw material distribution to orders.
12
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Production.—Daily production reports are prepared for each
operating department. A card has been designed on which the
data for any department can be punched. For example, the detail
required on production in the rolling mills embraces the
Order number,
Size and shape charged,
Weight charged,
Size and shape produced,
Weight produced,
Weight of crop ends,
Heating loss (weight),
Time on rolling mill.
At the end of the month the cards are machine-sorted and
compilation is made with the tabulating machine by orders, show
ing the weight charged of each size and shape and the resulting
weights of each size and shape produced, with the crop-end
scrap and heating losses and the time on rolling mill. This
information is needed for distribution of operating costs to orders.

Sales.—The card used for sales shows the
Invoice number,
Salesman’s number,
Order number,
Classification number (representing size, group and grade
of steel),
Weight of shipment,

Sales value,
Manufacturing cost,
Selling and administrative overhead.

It is then possible to classify sales by salesmen, orders or class
of material, showing the sales value, manufacturing cost, selling
and administrative overhead and the resulting profit or loss in
each case.
General.—The use of the above method of tabulation speeds
up the balance-sheet and other statements and makes practicable
the collection of a mass of detail information which would other
wise involve too great an effort in time and expense.
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Statements and Reports

The culmination of all cost and accounting effort takes form
in comprehensive reports, which must permit the closest analysis
of every phase of manufacture and sale.
The following described statements and reports seem to be
those best suited to the industry and are readily available under
this system.
Monthly balance-sheet, monthly statement of income and
profit and loss.—The forms suggested by the federal reserve
board for balance-sheet and profit-and-loss statements are accept
able and furnish the necessary detail. These should be set up in
comparison with the preceding month. It is also interesting to
compare profit and loss with the average for the year to date.
Monthly operating cost report.—This report embraces the
total charges incurred in each operating department, set up in
accordance with the regular classification of accounts. Tonnage
produced, processed or on which work has been done is shown,
with the cost per ton of each item of cost during the current
month, prior month and average for year to date.
The summary of these department cost sheets will agree with
the total charges to manufacturing or material-in-process account
for the month.
Monthly sales, detailed.—In order to group sales of the same
or similar size and grade a standard classification is used, and in
the above report the sales by individual shipments are detailed in
the order of their classification numbers, showing in addition the
following.
Customer,
Order number,
Weight,
Selling price per ton,
Total cost per ton,
Profit or loss per ton,
Percentage of profit or loss to total cost.
Monthly sales, by class of material.—Using the standard
classification mentioned, all sales under each class are grouped,
showing sub-totals for the classes, comprising ingot sales, billet
sales, mill No. 1, No. 2 or No. 3, bar sales, forging sales, cold
rolling sales, cold-drawing sales, etc.
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The following information is shown.
Classification number and name,
Weight,
Sales value,
Manufacturing cost,
Total cost,
Net profit or loss,
Percentage of net profit or loss to total cost.

Monthly sales, by salesmen.—This report groups all sales by
salesmen, showing the same information as under “sales—by class
of material,” above, and agreeing in totals with this report and
with the monthly income and profit-and-loss statement.
Monthly report of loss on steel scrapped.—Profit in this in
dustry depends as much upon yield as any other single factor. By
yield is meant the percentage of steel originally melted for an
order or for stock that is shipped. Yield is decreased by all steel
scrapped in process or subsequently returned by the customer and
scrapped.
A standard classification of causes for scrapping material is
used and this report shows the weight of steel scrapped with the
resultant loss under each class. The department to which the
losses are chargeable is also shown. A supplementary sheet to
this report summarizes these reports for each of the six months
prior, showing in this manner the trend.
• General.—The cost department supplements the above by more
frequent estimated reports. These are used as temporary guides
only and are disregarded as soon as the actual figures controlled
by the general books are issued.
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Anthracite Mine Accounting*
By Harry C. McCluskey
Accounting for anthracite mines presents a few accounting
problems not encountered in other industries. The anthracite
operator not only secures all his raw material from the earth,
but engages in the preparation of the raw material for the market.
He may thus be classed as a manufacturer as well as a miner.
One of the problems of anthracite mining confronting the
accountant is the question of capital expenditures.
Capital Expenditures

The cost of mine buildings, structures, machinery and equip
ment, less their scrap or residual value, when the mine is
exhausted, should be regarded as deferred charges to profit and
loss and to the cost of producing coal. These items are sometimes
reflected in the profit-and-loss account as depreciation or amorti
zation.
The general practice is to consider all expenditures for build
ings, structures, machinery, equipment and mine developments,
less the revenue from coal mined during the time in which the
developments are in progress and before the mine has actually
begun to operate, as charges to capital-expenditure accounts.
All normal expenditures of a similar nature subsequent to the
beginning of operations, which are required to maintain the
present output, should be charged to operating expenses. Those
required to increase the output should be charged to capital
accounts. Any charge to capital accounts presupposes an expen
diture incurred for which benefits will be received in the future.
Charges for mine developments should be carefully scrutin
ized to avoid charging to capital accounts expenditures which are
applicable only to coal now being mined and expenditures on
account of coal to be mined in the future charged to profit-andloss or operating accounts.
Valuations

of

Coal Lands

and

Leaseholds

It has been the general practice to carry the values of coal
lands and leaseholds of coal lands on the books at cost. With
* A thesis presented at the November, 1920, examinations of the American Institute
of Accountants.
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the coming of the income-tax laws it became necessary to revalue
or to restate these values on the books in order properly to
account for the taxable income. But even though these values
are restated, the books should indicate the actual cost values for
the purpose of properly accounting for these investments and
for determining the profit or loss irrespective of taxable income.
In order to show on the books and balance-sheets the cost
values of these assets, even though they have been revalued, the
following method is suggested.

Assume a balance-sheet before a revaluation as follows:
Cash ..................................$ 100,000 Capital stock ..................... $1,000,000
Coal lands ......................... 1,000,000 Surplus .............................. 100,000
(10,000,000 tons 10c)
------------------------$1,100,000
$1,100,000

Note that the depletion rate on the basis of this balancesheet is at the rate of ten cents a ton.
A revaluation is made on the proper basis and it is determined
that the fair market value of the coal lands at March 1, 1913, is
$2,000,000 instead of $1,000,000 as shown on the books. This
increase in valuation may then be recorded in an entry:
Coal lands ....................................................................... $1,000,000
Surplus arising from a revaluation of coal lands. .
To record the additional value of coal lands in
accordance with a revaluation of March 1, 1913.

$1,000,000

The balance-sheet will then appear as follows:
Cash .................................. $ 100,000
Coal lands ......................... 2,000,000
(10,000,000 tons 20c.)

Capital stock .................... $1,000,000
Surplus arising from a re
valuation of coal lands.. 1,000,000
Earned surplus ................ 100,000

$2,100,000

$2,100,000

This balance-sheet still shows, by the combination of the
accounts coal lands $2,000,000 and surplus arising from a re
valuation of coal lands $1,000,000, the original cost value of
this asset.
The company operates for one year and ships 1,000,000 tons
of coal. On the basis of twenty cents a ton, the depletion charge
would amount to $200,000 and would be recorded in an entry:
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Depletion (profit and loss account) ............................... $ 200,000
Reserve for depletion..............................................
$ 200,000
To record the amount of depletion of 1,000,000
tons of coal at 20c. a ton.

And an entry:
Surplus arising from a revaluation of coal lands......... $ 100,000
Earned surplus .......................................................
To transfer to earned surplus that portion of
surplus arising from a revaluation of coal lands,
earned during the year, based on the additional
amount of depletion charged, which was caused
by a revaluation of coal lands as of March 1, 1913.

$ 100,000

Assume that the profit-and-loss statement shows the following:
Sales for cash...............................................
Operating expenses ........................................................ $4,800,000
Depletion ........................................................................ 200,000
Net profit..................................................................

$5,000,000

5,000,000
$0,000,000

The balance-sheet would then show:
Cash .................................. $ 300,000 Reserve for depletion........ $ 200,000
Coal lands ......................... 2,000,000 Capital stock .................... 1,000,000
(9,000,000 tons)
Surplus arising from a re
valuation of coal lands.. 900,000
Earned surplus ................ 200,000

$2,300,000

$2,300,000

This balance shows the original cost of the balance of the
coal remaining unmined if the accounts are combined as follows:
Coal lands (9,000,000 tons) .............................................................. $2,000,000
Less reserve for depletion.................................................................. 200,000

Less surplus arising from a revaluation of coal lands....................

$1,800,000
900,000

Original cost 9,000,000 tons at 10c.................................................... $ 900,000

The reason for the increase of $100,000 in earned surplus,
although the profit-and-loss account shows no profits, may be
explained by using the original depletion rate based on the actual
cost of the coal, or 10 cents a ton.
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A recalculation of profits using the original depletion rate
would indicate a profit of $100,000 as follows:
Sales ................................................................................................ $5,000,000
Operating expenses ........................................................ $4,800,000
Depletion (1,000,000 tons at 10c.) .............................. 100,000 4,900,000

Net profit.........................................................................

$ 100,000

When making a revaluation of coal lands as well as lease
holds of coal lands, consideration should be given to the time
necessary to mine the coal. The worth or value at the date of
the revaluation should be discounted in accordance with the
time which must elapse before any income is received from the
coal under ground. Coal which will not be mined within ap
proximately fifty years will therefore have no value and should
not be shown on the books unless a later revaluation is made.
In case a subsequent revaluation is made the values should be
accounted for and depleted in the manner outlined for a re
valuation as of March 1, 1913.
If a mining company owns leases which have a value of
March 1, 1913, this value should be based on the amount repre
senting the difference between the fair market value of the coal
lands held under lease and the amount of royalties paid to the
lessors.
Leasehold values should be depleted in the same manner as
coal lands held in fee.
The revaluation of buildings, structures, machinery, equip
ment and mine developments should be handled in the same
manner as coal lands, and depreciation should be treated in the
same way as depletion.
If, however, assets have been revalued and the increased
valuation is due to the fact that too much depreciation was
charged off in the past, that portion should be credited directly
to earned surplus and not to a surplus arising from a revaluation
of assets.
Depreciation

and

Amortization

Charges for depreciation or amortization are classed as profitand-loss or cost accounts and represent the estimated amount
of loss incurred through the wear and tear of assets or their
loss through passage of time when they become obsolete or the
mine has been exhausted.
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Mine buildings, structures, machinery and equipment should
be depreciated on the basis of wear and tear or their life. In
case the life of the mine is shorter than that of these assets,
depreciation may be charged off in two ways:
1. On the basis of the life of the mine, charging off a certain
equal portion each month.

2. By charging off a certain equal amount per ton as the coal
is produced based on the estimated number of tons to be
mined.
The second method is commendable in that it equalizes the
depreciation cost per ton regardless of the number of tons pro
duced each month.
The use of the first method will cause a fluctuation in the
depreciation cost per ton as the production varies from month
to month.
If the second method is used care should be taken to see
that the proper amount is charged off on the “time” basis at
least at the close of the fiscal year.
Depletion

Depletion represents the cost of the coal mined and used in
the production of the marketable product. It represents the
amount by which the investment in coal lands or leasehold equity
in coal lands is reduced by the removal of coal.
The amount per ton to be charged off as depletion is calcu
lated by dividing the cost of the coal lands or leasehold equity
in coal lands by the estimated number of tons to be realized
from the mine.
Operating Expenses and Cost Accounts

The operating expenses or cost accounts are divided into
two general classes: inside expenses and outside expenses. Aside
from the question of supervision, this general classification is
useful on account of the difference in physical condition inside
and outside the mine.
Inside expenses cover the cost of labor, supplies and expenses
in the mining and transportation of coal underground and in
cludes the cost of operating the ventilation machinery and
equipment.
Inside expenses may show material differences in the cost
per ton from month to month. These differences may be due to
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the physical conditions of the mine such as faults or irregularities
in the seams, more or less top and bottom rock for which allow
ances are made to miners, timbering necessary on account of the
character of the top of the gangway or chamber, the length of
haul to the main shaft, drainage and ventilation required, etc.,
and the changes in these conditions during various cost account
ing periods.
The outside expenses cover the cost of transportation and
preparation of coal after it has been removed from the mine
and generally remain quite uniform as to cost per ton.
Cost of Various Sizes

Anthracite is prepared for the market in various sizes which
are divided into two general classes: domestic or large sizes and
steam or small sizes. Both these general classes include several
standard sizes. On account of the difference in the amount
realized from sales between the large and small sizes, it is the
intention of each operator to produce as great a percentage of
large sizes as possible. The large sizes have a sales value greater
than the average cost of all sizes, while, on the other hand, small
sizes are sold at a price under the average cost. Furthermore,
the market for small sizes fluctuates frequently both in price and
in demand. It would seem to be better accounting to consider the
small sizes as by-products rather than regular products.
It is suggested that the total amount realized from the sale
of small sizes or an arbitrary amount somewhat near the market
price of small sizes be credited to the cost of the large sizes.
Even though the small sizes were treated as by-products it
would be impossible to distinguish between the cost of various
large sizes such as lump or chestnut. The cost of large sizes
should be carried at the average cost per ton.
Reserve for Mining Hazards

In view of the fact that anthracite mining is a business of a
hazardous nature and mining companies are liable to uninsurable
losses such as fires, explosions, floods and cave-ins or squeezes,
it is undoubtedly good business and good accounting to set aside
a reserve to cover these losses. Experience shows that uninsur
able accidents are frequent and it would seem to be poor account
ing not to reflect these losses in the cost of coal just as insurance
is considered a proper cost charge.
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Stripping Expenses
Stripping operations are performed for the purpose of remov
ing earth, rock, etc., from the surface so that the coal exposed
may be mined and in order to prevent an excess of refuse from
entering the mine when the coal near the surface is mined under
ground.
The expense of stripping the surface earth, rock, etc., termed
“overburden,” may accumulate for a long period preceding the
removal of the particular coal to be obtained from the operation.
The expenses then become a deferred expense similar to certain
inside developments, such as rock tunnels, etc. A portion of these
deferred expenses should be charged to the profit-and-loss or
cost accounts, as the coal is removed and the amount to be charged
off based on the estimated tons to be obtained divided into the
total deferred stripping expenses.
Should stripping expenses be incurred concurrently with the
removal of coal, these expenses should not be charged to de
ferred stripping expenses but to the current operating accounts.
The accountant should diligently inquire into the nature of
stripping expenses so as to determine, in the case of a deferred
asset account, whether the account has been properly decreased
by charges to operating expenses and to the cost of the coal pro
cured from the stripping operation and the relative number of
tons to which the deferred expense should be charged. And in
case of an item of cost covering stripping expenses, as to whether
such expenses represent correct amounts applicable to the coal
being obtained from the stripping during the current cost period.

Culm Bank Coal

Culm banks are by no means common to every anthracite
mine, but the quantity of coal secured from these banks by oper
ators who do own them entitles them to special accounting con
sideration.
Culm banks, however, produce less than 5% of the total
anthracite tonnage and will doubtless soon become extinct.
Culm banks are large refuse dumps containing small sizes of
coal and were made by early operations before such sizes were
marketable.
These sizes are now marketable and they can be extracted
from the refuse or culm with modern coal preparation apparatus.
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The cost of culm-bank coal will be considerably lower than
that of freshly mined coal. In fact, the difference in cost is
such that it would be misleading were average costs of both culm
bank and freshly mined coal used. The cost of each kind of coal
should be kept entirely separate.
Sometimes culm-bank coal is prepared in a plant built for
that purpose, called a washery, and the keeping of separate costs
in this case is a simple matter. But if culm is run through the
breaker at the same time as freshly mined coal, the separation
of the costs of each kind of coal becomes a problem of appor
tionment.
The apportionment may be made quite accurately on the basis
of tests of the quantity of coal realized per ton of culm and the
number of tons of culm run through the breaker.
Culm banks should be valued for income-tax purposes in the
same manner as underground coal and depleted as the coal is
separated from the refuse.
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The Mechanism of Numbers
By Harry Kelly
In view of the trend of modern business toward higher effi
ciency, it is strange that some expedient has not been utilized to
facilitate the operation of simple arithmetical computations. We
are all aware that all phases of mathematics and problems relative
thereto are mere mechanical processes of one kind or another,
depending for their solution upon some known set formula.
Nearly everyone is familiar with the little trick of multiplying
any number by eleven, by writing the unit digit of the multipli
cand down as the unit digit of the product to be obtained, then
adding the unit digit and the tens digit of the multiplicand, taking
the unit digit of the partial product thus obtained as the tens digit
of the final product, adding the digit of the next higher order,
if the partial product thus obtained is in excess of nine; i. e.,
having two or more digits contained therein, to the sum of the
tens and hundreds digit of the multiplicand for the hundreds and
thousands digits of the final product in the event of the multipli
cand containing three figures—and, should it be the case that
the multiplicand have four or more figures, the foregoing process
being carried on until the completion of the example.
Upon this simple little device hinges the secret of “the
mechanics of numbers”—which is the science of numbers—the
keynote of all business from time immemorial, when the complete
scope of all the then known mathematics was the original compto
meter—the ten digits of the prehistoric man’s two hands.
As a matter of fact, the practical application of the theory of
the mechanics of numbers as exemplified in the multiplication of
a number by eleven as explained is so ridiculously simple—one
only adds one digit with the succeeding digit of the next higher
order—that the fundamental principle of the theory is overlooked.
If one understands this really elementary and easy formula,
one will find it an utter waste of time, paper and lead ever to
have recourse to the use of a comptometer or to the writing down
of any figure other than the answer required to any arithmetical
calculation.
If we find that the above formula works in the case of multi
plying any number by eleven, why should it not hold good in the
case of multiplying by twelve? After experiment we find that it
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does work in multiplying by twelve, thirteen, etc., and so on, up
to nineteen, by taking the unit digit of the product of the unit
figure of the multiplier times the unit digit of the multiplicand
as the unit digit of the final product to be obtained. Add the
tens or tens and hundreds digit of this partial product to the
sum of the products of the unit digit of the multiplier times the
tens digit of the multiplicand, and the tens digit of the multiplier
times the unit digit of the multiplicand for the tens digit of the
final product to be obtained, which is the unit figure of the
foregoing process—the tens and hundred figure, if any, being
added to the sum of the products of the units of the next higher
order as before for the securing of the hundreds digit of the
final product to be obtained as before, etc.
Now, having ascertained that this formula holds good with
the multiplier from eleven to nineteen, is it not reasonable to
suppose that it might be feasible for the multiplier to be any
number up to and including ninety-nine? This, upon experimen
tation, we find to be true.
Well, now, after having progressed that far, it begins to look
as though the formula might be elaborated sufficiently to be ap
plied with three figures in the multiplier. And, upon submitting
the idea to the test, we find it practicable, by taking for the unit
digit of the final product the unit digit of the product of the unit
digit of the multiplier times the unit digit of the multiplicand,
the tens digit of this product to be added to the sum of the
products of the unit digit of the multiplier times the tens digit
of the multiplicand, and the tens digit of the multiplier times the
unit digit of the multiplicand, utilizing the unit digit of this par
tial product as the tens digit of the final product to be obtained,
adding the tens and hundreds digits, if any, to the sum of the
products of the unit digit of the multiplier times the hundreds
digit of the multiplicand, the tens digit of the multiplier times
the tens digit of the multiplicand and the hundreds figure of the
multiplier times the unit digit of the multiplicand for the hun
dreds digit of the final product to be obtained, which is repre
sented by the unit figure of the preceding example, the tens and
hundreds digit of which, if the foregoing partial product is in
excess of nine, are added to the partial products of the units of
the next higher order, etc., obtained by the continuation of the
same process.
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After having consummated this much, it requires no stretch of
the imagination to perceive that it is quite practicable to multiply
any number by any number without the necessity of writing
down any figures other than the final product to be obtained, the
only requisite being the use of a little mental arithmetic—addition.
The universal adoption of this system would not only auto
matically render obsolete all comptometers, but would afford a
much needed and excellent exercise for the faculty of concen
tration, besides developing that keenness of mind, intellect and
observation so useful in the pursuit of happiness and wealth.
Let us illustrate by using a concrete example.
Presuming we wanted to multiply 48,649 by 2,432; by apply
ing the formula we have twice 9 is 18, leaving 8 as the unit digit
of the final product, carrying one forward, adding it to the sum
of twice 4 and three times 9, or 36; taking 6 as the tens figure of
the final product, carrying the 3 forward and adding it to the
partial product of twice 6, thrice 4 and four times 9, equaling 63;
employing 3 for the hundreds figure of the final product, carrying
6 forward and adding it to the sum of the partial product of
twice 8, thrice 6, four 4s and twice 9, which gives us 74; and 4
for the thousands digit of the answer, again carrying 7 forward
to be added to the partial product of the unit figure of the
multiplier (2), times the ten-thousands figure of the multiplicand
(4), plus the product of the tens figure of the multiplier (3),
times the thousands figure of the multiplicand (8), plus the hun
dreds figure of the multiplier (4), times the hundreds figure of
the multiplicand (6), plus the thousands figure of the multiplier
(2), times the tens figure of the multiplicand (4), which makes
a total of 71, giving us as the fifth or ten-thousandth digit of
the final product 1, carrying forward as before the 7, adding it
to the sum of the partial products of the tens figure of the multi
plier (3)—being now finished with the unit figure of the multi
plier, we can from now on neglect it—times the last or tenthousands digit of the multiplicand (4), the hundreds figure of
the multiplier (4), times the thousands figure of the multiplicand
(8), plus the thousands figure of the multiplier (2), times the
hundreds figure of the multiplicand (6) for a total of 63, which,
with 3 as the hundred-thousands digit of the final product and a
remaining tens digit of 6 to be added to the product of 4 times 4,
which is the hundreds figure of the multiplier times the ten26
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thousands figure of the multiplicand and the thousands digit of the
multiplier twice the thousands figure of the multiplicand 8, total
ing 38, with 8 as the millions digit of the final product, with a
remaining tens digit of 3, which added to the final product of
twice 4 or 8, the thousands digit of the multiplier times the hun
dred-thousands figure of the multiplicand gives us 11 for the ten
and hundred-millions digit respectively of the final product, giving
us for the final product a grand aggregate of 118,314,368, which,
to preclude any chance of error, we shall prove by the casting out
of nines—we have four for the multiplicand times 2—which we
find for the multiplier—which gives us 8, which sum we find in
the product, which proves that the example is probably correct.
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Appraisals and Income Tax*
By L. H. Olson
The attitude towards the appraiser and an appraisal for
income-tax returns has been, to a considerable extent, a matter
of controversy—I might say, of misunderstanding; therefore I
am glad to have the opportunity to come in contact with you, as
it has brought to me a realization of some things you are thinking
and that I have an opportunity to talk against a negative feeling,
upon your part, towards my subject.
It has been my privilege to go about the country somewhat
in the last few years asking a question of my accounting friends,
my legal friends and the officers in the internal revenue bureau
as to what “an appraiser has to do with invested capital.” My
friends usually replied in this vein: “Why don’t you know that
an appraisal has nothing to do with invested capital?” Perhaps
some of you here have the same thought in mind. My reply has
been, “That depends upon our definition of the ‘appraisal.’ ” I
further stated that I believed the existence of the property itself
was fundamental evidence as to the capital invested; and that
when you had measured that property in terms of actual costs and
allowed for depreciation in accordance with its expectancy of life,
you had the basic proof as to the capital invested in the plant
properties. There seems to be no objection, no real objection, to
this premise: in reality it is the existence and the remaining ser
viceable life of the property that is the proof of the capital invested
at the beginning of and during the taxable year.
As accountants, you may have sometimes discovered that there
are, for a number of reasons, missing links in the record covering
plant properties; and in our investigation it is our purpose to
discover what property there may be in existence that may not
appear in the plant asset account or that may appear in the account
where there is now no property in existence.
When we have furnished the information which will permit
the correction of the plant account so that it will correctly reflect
the property in existence and its remaining expectancy of life, we
have furnished that part of the information which goes into the
correct determination of the invested capital.
Where those links are missing in the recorded costs it is
necessary to supply the next best information. In order to do
* From an address delivered at the regional meeting of the American Institute of
Accountants, Detroit, Michigan, April 8, 1921.
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this we make an historical investigation of the properties, ascer
taining the dates of the original construction and equipment, and
the dates of subsequent additions or deductions, using the re
corded data as far as obtainable, until we have an inventory of the
properties scheduled in accordance with the dates of acquisition.
From the records through the accountant or otherwise we en
deavor to ascertain the original costs of the property to apply to
that inventory. Where we find no existing records of actual cost
we substitute for that missing record a normal price known to
have prevailed when the property was acquired, constructed or
equipped, to permit a correction of the record. This method has
been discussed and demonstrated in practice and has not been
challenged; in fact, I think it has been quite generally recognized
that this is the basis for the reconstruction of invested capital.
There are three primary purposes for which we use appraisal
service with income-tax returns. I might explain here that you
and I differ as to the definition of the word “appraisal”; and you
may not call the process which I have just described “an ap
praisal.” It is, however, relatively immaterial whether you call
it an appraisal or by some other term. The common conception
of an appraisal, as a result of the historical development of ap
praisal work, has come to be synonymous with the “determination
of current values.” That is the basis for most of our misunder
standings in reference to its application with income-tax returns.
As I stated, there are three fundamental purposes for which
we use appraisal advice with income-tax returns: for assistance
in the reconstruction or proof—if it does not need to be recon
structed—of the invested capital; for determining March 1, 1913,
values of the property acquired prior to that date; and for de
termining the amount of amortization that may be written from
investment on war construction and equipment.
Plant accounts entering into invested capital of course may be
incomplete. The reasons you know. In the earlier days better
ments may have been charged to expense in such a way that they
cannot again be conveniently segregated; excessive charges or
no charges may have been made for depreciation; or the records
may be lost in whole or in part. It is the testing of the plant
accounts against the properties that brings out the evidence that
is required for their reconstruction properly to show the capital
invested and the depreciation sustained to date.
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This process should have the closest cooperation between the
accountant and the appraiser in order that the accountant may
give to the appraiser the information which is available from the
accounts and that the appraiser may check these against the
properties and determine wherein they are excessive or deficient.
Through an appraisal we not only increase invested capital but
we may also furnish the evidence whereby the invested capital
may be decreased. It is common to find the account of property
still upon the record, when the property has been abandoned or
superseded, and the superseding property also capitalized.
There will not be time for me to enter into the technique of
the appraisal work involved nor the detail of the investigation
into historical development or properties nor the reconciliation
of the properties with plant accounts. But of course you under
stand that in order to make the evidence complete it is necessary
that the result of the appraisal be harmonious with the accounts,
in order that the adjustments may be made specifically during
different years and for the different types of property for which
we desire to reconstruct the plant accounts.
We now have the inventory, with the actual prices as far as
they are available or, when those are not available, the normal
prices prevailing at the date. We come to that period of March 1,
1913, to determine the values at that date, and it merely involves
a re-pricing of that portion of the property acquired prior to
March 1, 1913, according to known prices prevailing on that date,
and getting the depreciations that have occurred up to March 1,
1913, in order to determine the market value or the then value of
the property.
Here another operation comes in: recording the property that
may have been abandoned subsequent to March 1, 1913, in order
that such property be accurately recorded as of March 1, 1913,
with its depreciation, and that the subsequent depreciation and
any further deduction which may be required at the date the
property was abandoned may be provided.
The third purpose—that of amortization—involves the segre
gation of property added for war purposes subsequent to April 6,
1917. This we should receive from the accountant with the actual
cost, segregated in such a manner that it may be checked against
the property acquired. The amount of amortization is determined
for two classes of property: that which has been or is to be
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abandoned and that which will remain in the service of the com
pany. For that which has been abandoned, it is of course a matter
for the accountant to determine the difference between the invest
ment and the selling price (if it has been sold) or possibly for
the appraiser, if the salvage value is to be determined. However,
the second division, which concerns itself with the useful value
of property retained to the industry, involves a consideration of
a number of facts in reference to the normal post-war conditions
of that particular business.
There are certain factors entering into that which undoubtedly
come within the scope of the auditor, such as the measuring of
the post-war activity in comparison with the war activity in terms
of productive hours, fuel consumption, tonnage produced and
other similar factors. But to my mind these are not sufficient to
answer the question nor to determine the amount of amortization.
The factor of usefulness of that property to the taxpayer, based
upon its normal post-war production, involves questions of engi
neering and appraisal practice to determine in detail the utility of
the units of property for post-war purposes.
I have in mind a foundry which was constructed for war pur
poses to produce a heavier product than that involved in the normal
production of the taxpayer. This foundry was constructed of
heavier design and equipment, larger than would have been re
quired for the normal requirement of the taxpayer. The building
cost was naturally greater on account of the heavier steel con
struction needed to carry a twenty-five-ton crane where a fifteen
ton crane would have met the normal requirements. The equip
ment was correspondingly increased and had a heavier capacity.
Such a condition involved the determination of what a normal
post-war cost would be of a foundry building to meet the post-war
requirements of the taxpayer and the extra cost in cranes and
other equipment on account of the heavier type of product turned
out for war purposes. It necessitated the amortization of the
actual cost to what would have been a reasonable investment under
post-war conditions to have acquired equipment applicable to the
post-war requirements of that particular taxpayer.
I will give you another instance of a power plant which had
to be built much larger than the normal requirements of the tax
payer, where, if the power had been available, as it would have
been under post-war conditions and requirements, the building of
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a power plant would not have been required at all, as central
station electric power could be purchased cheaper than the tax
payer could generate it in a plant of his own.
In ascertaining the value of the power plant to him under post
war conditions consideration should also be given to the extra
cost of generating the power, considering fixed charges against
the investment and properties and the operating cost, in com
parison with the price for which he could have purchased that
power.
The foregoing outlines the general plan of the work which we
would do as an appraisal organization to meet these three funda
mental requirements for appraisals with income-tax returns.
There is one point which has been a subject of much mis
understanding, some uncertainty and controversy: the so-called
working backwards to determine a valuation at a prior period
and doing so at a later date or at the present time. Such valua
tions are required where the conditions permit the surplus to be
adjusted in accordance with the value of the property at date of
acquisition—conditions with which you are familiar—as well as
the values of March 1, 1913.
It is questionable if values worked backward for present values
stand for that purpose. I do state though that the correct process
of developing those values is not to work backward, but forward,
as I shall attempt to demonstrate to you. I here digress suffi
ciently to discuss the difference between “personal-opinion values”
and organized appraisal values. In the evolution of valuation
work we have developed from the personal-opinion values, which
may be perfectly competent, as based upon individual experience
and judgment; just as valuations determined in accordance with
the personal opinion of the individual may be perfectly competent
and accurate values. But in determining organized appraisal
values, we build up from definite bases of data, statistical, his
torical or current, in accordance with standardized and tested
methods, with checks and balances to coordinate the work of the
individual with the work of the organization; and we obtain what
we characterize as provable values, because, regardless of what
the valuation is and whether it is expressed in a total sum of a
million dollars or in itemized detail, it can be traced back through
the systematic standard practice methods and records used in its
computation; checked against the standard cost analysis, prices
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and values that have become a part of the organization records;
reduced through the different processes to the basic elements enter
ing into the property, all of which have been tested against practical
business transactions during the history of the appraisal company.
If we understand this point, the difference between personal
opinion values and organized appraised valuations, we shall begin
to consider the problem of valuation as of any date as a matter of
logical development and not the result of working backward. For
instance, with our historical records it is as easy to determine the
cost in 1900 or March 1, 1913, or any other prior date, as it is to
determine the cost today; possibly it is easier, because costs today
are somewhat harder to find. But there is no question as to what
prices were on March 1, 1913; it is a matter of record demon
strated and tested at the time and proven since. So, if it becomes
a question of determining the value of a property at the date of
its acquisition or March 1, 1913, it is simply part of the historical
investigation to determine the existence of that property on that
date. That may be difficult or it may be simple, depending on the
character of the changes that have been made and the kind of
records that have been maintained. But difficulties have to be met
when they are encountered. The result is that the fact has to be
determined in accordance with this available information.
Having determined that, it is a question of the application of
the unit prices prevailing on that date and the depreciation that
would have been right in accordance with the conditions of the
period. That isn’t working backward. It is the use of data,
known at the time, applied to conditions which existed at the time.
I have not found any objection to that method. In the de
partment there have been appraisals thrown out and properly so.
I don’t hesitate to say there have been accountants’ reports thrown
out. It may have been error to throw out the accountants’ reports;
but I will admit that there have been appraisals thrown out for
good cause—they should have been thrown out. As appraisers,
we like to see the standards maintained, and to my mind the de
partment can not be too strict in acceptance or rejection of
appraisals.
I should like to discuss depreciation and the difficulties now
encountered in the treatment of it for income-tax purposes, but
that is too long a subject. I want to refer briefly to a few other
items.
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Let us touch briefly on the question of patterns and drawings,
a vital matter in our discussion, because here is an account which
has most likely been written off and some technical difficulties
may be met in its reconstruction. On the other hand, the depart
ment has issued reasonably clear instructions in reference to this
subject. The reconstruction of the pattern account probably
required a more painstaking investigation than the building and
equipment accounts. You have the questions of depreciation, ob
solescence, inactivity, one pattern succeeding another pattern,
models may have been changed, cost records are incomplete as to
the cost of each individual pattern or the individual group of
patterns. It is, therefore, desirable to make an analysis of the
entire pattern-department expense or the drawing-room expense,
by years, and to judge what portion of that might be reasonably
expected to be capitalized. Then tie that with the cost of the
patterns made during the respective years, priced in accordance
with the normal prices for each year, as proven by an appraisal
of the actual active patterns, balancing them together in order to
complete your proof.
The question of patents comes up for consideration on account
of the privilege the taxpayer has of writing off his patent values
of March 1, 1913, as an expense to the remaining life of the
patents.
Goodwill is a live problem. Many firms have their goodwill
reconstructed in accordance with March 1, 1913, values. Some
times it may be purely an accounting proposition; at other times
it involves an appraisal problem relating to the character of the
business, its mechanical operations, its markets, its future and
investigations which may supplement the service which the ac
countant would render.
In closing I wish to lay the foundation for your consideration
of what I believe to be the constructive work that appraisers are
doing today in the making of appraisals on an historical basis,
whether or not this is taken into consideration in the reconstruc
tion of invested capital for income-tax purposes, because the same
principles enter into the correct determination of plant accounts
for ordinary business, accounting and financial control. We want
to know what the plant properties, on the basis of investment,
should represent in dollars and cents on the books of account. If
the book account as carried forward historically does not represent
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that, it is sound and conservative business to have it reconstructed
so that it shall do so, because it is better to be right than conser
vative. It is a question if we shall ever go back to the practice of
having our plant accounts stand upon the books at the most con
servative value; we may take the position that they should rep
resent the facts, even though there is no compelling power like
excess-profits tax to make that a matter of desirability or ex
pediency for saving in tax payments.
As we shall probably have March 1, 1913, values as a basis
for depreciation and for the determination of the profit or loss
on the subsequent sale of capital assets, it seems to me highly
desirable for forward-looking businesses now to have their
March 1, 1913, values determined, not only for their protection
during current and past years, but as a protection against the
future, when there may be a transfer of the business whereby
taxable profit will be a matter of concern. So I say that it is
important to see that plant accounts, pattern and drawing ac
counts and goodwill accounts are now authoritatively and defi
nitely determined, for protection against any future transfer of
the business or of the stock.
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Redemption and Replacement of
Bonded Indebtedness
By Edwin J. Rock

Borrowing money, whether as an individual or by a corpora
tion, has one disagreeable feature—it has to be paid back. Worse
still, if we are using it in our business we also have to plan how
to provide or borrow more after the current debt is settled. One
of the biggest and probably the most serious problem business
men have to solve is the raising of adequate capital with which to
carry on their business activities. Demand for additional capital
requirements may arise from need for increased working capital,
increased facilities or other manifold causes.
On the whole problem of raising and acquiring capital, redemp
tion of indebtedness and replacement of capital represented thereby,
much has been and will be written. Treatment of the whole
subject in a single article or volume is impossible. However, if
this article, which deals with some of the phases of the subject
from the viewpoint of the board of directors of the debtor cor
poration, induces constructive thought on a few phases of this
important problem it will have accomplished its purpose.
The intent is to deal primarily with the redemption of bonded
or similar indebtedness, discussion of the best methods for accom
plishing it and for replacement after maturity of the capital
provided by the indebtedness.
Corporate bond issues, whether mere debentures or those
secured by mortgage, cannot always be floated on ideally satis
factory terms to the debtor. Neither in some cases is the method
of redemption left entirely to the option or initiative of the
debtor. Banks and underwriting syndicates may stipulate various
conditions in regard to method and time of redemption. The
outline of methods and the discussion thereof which follows is
based on the average manufacturing or trading corporation of
medium size, which, after having been successful enough to
survive for a number of years on original capital raised through
sale of stock, has raised additional capital through sale of mort
gage or debenture bonds or redeemable preferred stock. How
ever, this does not preclude the methods discussed from being
used to advantage, with variations to suit, in corporations of any
kind or size.
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When directors have successfully floated a bond issue they
usually have more or less definite ideas as to how it will be paid
off, but they seldom give much thought at that time to how the
capital supplied through this medium will be replaced at maturity.
Still, for any set of men guiding the activities of a corporation
with its future existence and prosperity at heart, there is no
better time than this to think, at least to some extent, of what
method they will use to raise capital when the present issue
matures. Will they borrow money again on a similar costly basis
or, better still, will they during the life of the bonds provide to re
place this capital with accumulated profits earned by the business?
There are four commonly used methods for redeeming out
standing indebtedness. Some provide merely for redemption,
some for replacement and one for both. They can be designated
briefly as follows:

1—Reserve method;
2—Ordinary sinking-fund method;
3—Continual redemption sinking-fund method;
4—Combined continual redemption sinking-fund and
reserve for sinking-fund method.
The four methods are of course subject to variation in detail
to fit particular business. Their general characteristics are given
below:
Reserve Method

In the reserve method an appropriation is periodically set aside
from surplus in a reserve account.
Advantages
It prevents payment of assets (cash) out of the business in
dividends that should be used for redemption of debt.
It provides that the amount of profits so set aside shall be
invested in the business where they will earn a higher rate of
return than if invested in securities.
It provides for replacement of capital now provided through
medium of the bonded indebtedness.
Disadvantages
It does not insure that cash will be available at date of pay
ment. On long-term bond issues due at one date this, in the first
few years after issue, is not as important as in short-term bonds
or those with instalment maturities.
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Ordinary Sinking-Fund Method

In this method an annuity is set aside out of cash, which,
invested in securities and compounded at the effective rate of said
securities, will be of sufficient amount at time of maturity of
indebtedness to equal it.
Advantages
The only advantage of this method is that it provides that
sufficient cash shall be on hand at maturity date so that working
funds are not suddenly impaired. This in the first years of a
long-term issue is of doubtful worth.
Disadvantages
The principle of investing a firm’s assets in another business to
pay off its own indebtedness is a poor one.
The money was borrowed to produce income through the
medium of the borrower’s business. This method prevents an
ever-increasing portion of it from so doing because it deliberately
places the money in another business. Investing the sinking fund in
the obligations of corporations or municipalities is equivalent to this.
If a company has to invest its capital in another business to
enable it to produce income enough to pay interest on its own
obligations, the natural inference is that it is in the wrong
business.
The lender who induces the borrower to agree to a sinking
fund of this nature with the express stipulation that it be invested
in “good” securities has this exact point in mind, as the division
of the money lent between two or more private corporations lessens
his risk. Again, if it is stipulated that the fund be invested in the
obligations of federal or other political divisions his risk is
lessened to even a greater extent with a further restriction on the
earning power of the money placed in the fund.
This method makes no provision for replacement of the capital
represented by the bond issue. If earnings are good in spite of
the setting aside of working capital in the sinking fund, but the
surplus is kept at a nominal figure through the payment of large
dividends and no new stock is sold, it will mean that after ma
turity a new bond issue must be floated to provide necessary capitalContinual Redemption Sinking-Fund Method

The continual redemption sinking-fund method provides for
setting aside out of cash a fund which is used to purchase, usually
in the open market, the company’s own obligations.
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Advantages
At first glance this method is similar to method No. 2 with one
variation. However, it is this variation which gives this method
any advantages it possesses over the second method.
It is particularly advantageous if instalment maturities have
to be considered and where premiums are to be paid at maturity.
It accomplishes what the second method does in having ready
cash available but goes further, inasmuch as it utilizes the cash
immediately by purchasing the company’s own obligations, thereby
simultaneously reducing its indebtedness.
Disadvantages
The direct result of this method is to reduce liabilities by
reducing assets. No business can grow on this basis. If bonded
obligations are incurred it is usually to increase facilities in order
to increase production or directly to increase working capital.
Unless some other factor is working to replace this capital it
cannot be paid out of assets without detriment to the business.
The disadvantage discussed in method two—viz., taking money
out of working capital—applies to some extent here.
Combined Continual Redemption Sinking-Fund and
Reserve for Sinking-Fund Method

The fourth method has two phases:
(a) Setting aside an annuity out of cash in a sinking
fund, which, invested in the company’s own obliga
tions, gradually redeems them;
(b) Setting aside out of surplus in a reserve for sinking
fund an amount equivalent to the annuity placed in
the sinking fund.
Interest on bonds paid by the company into its own
sinking fund are added to the fund and credited to
the reserve for sinking fund.
This method or combination of methods, in the writer’s
opinion, is subject to less criticism than any of the others. It
contains the best characteristics of all of them and eliminates
most of their disadvantages.
It may be said to be ambitious, as it lays down a large pro
gramme, but if followed it not only accomplishes all the results
described as desirable in the methods previously discussed, but
goes much further inasmuch as it provides a definite plan of
action for the time when the bond issue matures.
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Economically and as a good business proposition to the stock
holders they should some day themselves provide the capital they
are now borrowing. Whether after they do this it may be
necessary to borrow more for further expansion or not has no
effect on the case in point. This method provides a gradual
redemption of outstanding obligations and the gradual accumu
lation of sufficient profit in a reserve to replace the original in
debtedness at maturity.
As soon as periodical payments of cash are made to the sink
ing fund they are used to purchase or redeem the company’s own
obligations. This is usually done in the open market, but under
certain conditions negotiations can be conducted directly with the
holders.
As these payments into the fund are made an appropriation of
equal amount is made from surplus into reserve for sinking fund.
This insures that payments out of working capital to the sinking
fund are permanently replaced by accretions to some class of
assets. It is a retention of profits in the business and the reserve
is part of the equity of the holders of the common stock. It in
creases in the same proportion that the bonded indebtedness
decreases, which is another way of saying that the common stock
holders are leaving part of their share of the profits in the
business to replace that portion of the loan that has been paid.
When interest is paid on the bonds the portion payable on
those bonds which have been purchased is put into the sinking
fund and credited to the reserve for sinking fund. Therefore the
two accounts increase at exactly the same rate.
At maturity of the indebtedness the reserve for sinking fund
is placed back in surplus. A stock dividend can then be declared.
This means that the owners of the corporation have paid off the
money borrowed and replaced it with their own, which in my
humble opinion is as it should be.
The one disadvantage—if it may be called that—of the last
method lies in its completeness. It is not complicated or intricate
but in some phases it provides for a plan of action which is not
to be executed for some years. All sorts of conditions might
arise that would make execution impossible. Nevertheless, this
possibility considered to the full does not prevent carrying out
the plan as far as possible nor imply in the least that its principles
are unsound.
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Interest Rate of Investments
By D. N. Lehmer
The problem of finding the interest rate of an investment is
one that often confronts the business man and, in the absence of
sufficiently extended tables, is apt to give him no little trouble.
For the functions which give the present value and the amount
of annuities, straight-line interpolation is untrustworthy. Thus
in Accountancy and Investment, by Sprague, revised by Perrine,
on page 221 is given a solution by interpolative methods of the
problem to find the income rate of a 4 per cent. bond for $1,000,000
due in 100 years, and bought for 1,264,806.66. The author finds
the income rate to be 3.1318509 per cent. and calculates the value
of the bond at the rate 3.131851 per cent. to be 1,264,806.6645.
Such extraordinary accuracy in the use of the tables seemed to
warrant investigation and the writer found that only the first
four figures of the income rate were correct, and the value of the
bond, computed at the rate of 3.131851 per cent. is $1,262,003.60,
which is about $3,000 too small. This error, which has likely
enough been noted before, illustrates the danger of depending on
interpolative methods in problems of this sort.
The determination of the income rate is found to depend on an
equation of degree at least as high as n where n is the number of
years covered by the transaction, which accounts for the inade
quacy of the straight-line approximation. There is no theoretical
difficulty involved in the actual solution by Horner’s method of
these equations of high degrees, but this method becomes intoler
able for equations of degree higher than three or four. The usual
method of attack seems to be to simplify the equation by the
omission of terms of higher degree than the second, the interest
rate being usually small enough to warrant such simplification.
Further approximations are made by methods easily available to
one familiar with the processes of the theory of equations.
It occurred to the writer that the method of Newton might be
used to furnish a “correction formula” that could be applied
without much difficulty to better the approximation obtained from
tables. The method is particularly valuable in that the trial
value of the root may be above or below the true value, and so
the closest tabular value is available. The sign of the correction
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is taken care of by the formula itself. The method requires no
mathematical equipment beyond the ability to substitute numbers
in a formula.
Consider first the simple problem of computing the rate of
interest on a bond redeemable at par and bought for a certain
amount. We use the customary notation:
C
A
n
r
v
an

= the redemption value.
= the price paid for the bond.
= the number of years before redemption.
= the dividend rate.
= i/(i + i), where i is the unknown rate of interest.
= present value of an annuity for n years, at the unknown rate i.

We then have to solve the equation
A = C (vn + ran)
(See Skinner, Mathematical Theory of Investment, p. 129.)
Put now A/C = M and write
y = vn + ran — M ;

then we seek to determine i so that y = 0. Newton’s method is to
choose an approximate value of i and take for correction
c = — y/y'

where y' is the first derivative of y with respect to i. Taking the
well-known formula for an (Skinner, p. 82) it is not difficult to
get the following general formula for the correction.
(i — r) vn — iM + r
c = i ---- ....................................... .................................... (1)
ni(i —r)vn+ 1 + r(I — vn)

In applying the method we find from the tables or otherwise an
approximate value of i. We substitute this value in (1) and
determine the correction. If this corrected value is not accurate
enough, substitute it again in the correction formula and determine
again the further correction. Proceed with this corrected value
as before. The accuracy at any stage is determined by the value
of c.
As an example we may take the problem mentioned in the
first paragraph. We have here
M = 1.264,806,66
n = 100
r =.04

The tables indicate that the rate lies somewhere between 3 per
cent. and 4 per cent. We enter the correction formula with
i = .03. The tables give for this value of i
v100.0520328
=

from which we get, on dividing by 1.03
v101 = .05058728
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Entering with these values into the formula we find
c = + .00126
which added to the assumed rate, .03, gives for the corrected rate
i = .03126
We enter the correction formula now with this value of i and get
for correction
c = .0000505
which added to .03126 gives for a new trial value
i = .0313105
The correction obtained from this value of i turns out to be
c = — .00000008
so that the value of i true to one part in one hundred million is
i = .03131041
Using this value of i the amount of the bond comes out
A = $1,264,813.78
which is still $7.12 too large.
A slightly more complicated problem arises when the redemp
tion price is different from the face of the bond. If the redemp
tion price is R and the other letters have the same meaning as
before, we get the correction formula
(iR — rC) vn — iA + rC

in(iR — rC)vn + 1 + rC(I — vn)
The application of this formula is as before. A trial value
of i is substituted in the formula and the resulting correction is
added or subtracted according to its sign. As a numerical example
we give the following problem which would ordinarily arise only
under war or panic conditions.
A bond for $1,000 with interest at 8 per cent. nominal payable
four times a year, and redeemable in seven years for $1,250, was
bought for $950. Find the rate of interest on the investment.
We compute the interest per quarter year and take
n = 28 R= 1,250; r = .O2 A = 950 C = 1,000
The interest rate will be somewhere in the neighborhood of
3 per cent, as can be easily verified from tables. Taking this value
of i we get a correction
c =—.00146,
which gives for a new trial value of i
i = .02854
It is hardly worth while to correct this value further, as the value
of the bond computed with this interest is found to be $950.55.
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Another problem which arises is to find the rate of interest at
which an annuity of C per period for n periods will amount to
a given sum A. Writing, as before M = C/A, the equation to be
solved is
y = sn — M = O
where sn, the amount of the annuity, is given by the well-known
formula
(I + i)n-I
Sn

i

The correction formula corresponding to this equation is easily
found to be
I + Mi— (I + i)n
c = i-------------------------------------I— (I + i)n + ni(I + i)n-1

As a numerical example we may take the one found on page
109 of Skinner’s Mathematical Theory of Investment. It is re
quired to find the rate of interest at which an annuity of 1 per
annum will amount to $12.50 in ten years. From the tables the
nearest value of i is 5 per cent. Putting i = .05 in the correction
formula we easily obtain
c = —.001326,

which gives for the next trial value of i
i = .04867

Another problem which may arise is to find the rate of interest
such that an annuity of C period for n periods shall have a present
value equal to A. Calling as before, M = A/C we have to solve
the equation
y = an — M = O

where
i — vn
an = —-—
i

The correction formula turns out, in this case, to be
i — Mi — vn
c=i

I —v
n — nivn + 1

A numerical example of this problem is given on page 113 of
Skinner. To find the rate of interest, given the present value of
an annuity of $100 a year, payable annually for ten years as $780.
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Here M = 7.8 and the tables give i as lying between 4.5 per
cent. and 5 per cent, with a slight preference for $5 per cent. We
put this value in the correction formula and derive
c = —.00208
which gives
i = .04791
With this value of i an annuity of $100 a year for ten years will
be found to have a present value of $780.07.
It is to be observed that in the problems that ordinarily arise
only one correction is necessary, and that the quantities that are
to be substituted in the correction formula are obtainable from the
available tables on vn and (1 + i)n.
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EDITORIAL

Value versus Cost in Taxation
The decision of the United States supreme court, dated May
16, 1921, in the case of La Belle Iron Works versus the United
States, is of unusual interest to accountants in that another wellknown tenet of the accounting profession is now recognized as
the law at least with respect to its bearing upon excess-profits-tax
matters. Appreciation of assets it has been ruled is not an
allowable item of invested capital.
The full text of this decision will be found in the Income-tax
Department of this issue of The Journal of Accountancy.
The corporation involved in this suit acquired ore lands prior
to the year 1904 for which it paid $190,000. Subsequent to
the acquisition and prior to 1912, a valuable deposit of ore was
discovered which it is stated had an actual cash value, at time of
the discovery, of $10,105,400. In the year 1912 the corporation
increased the value of these lands upon its books by adding to
the amount previously shown therein, presumably $9,915,400,
though the printed decision states it at $10,000,000, crediting
surplus account with this amount. In the same year the company
retired its then capital stock and issued in its stead $9,915,000
of preferred stock and a like amount of common. It is assumed
by the court that the preferred stock represented the net assets
at cost and that the common stock represented the speculative
value of the ore lands at that date.
The corporation contended that this increased value of land
should be included in invested capital for excess-profits-tax pur
poses, under the provision of the 1917 Revenue Act as “paid in
or earned surplus and undivided profits.” Second, that within
the meaning of clause 2 of Section 207 of that law, the stock
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of the corporation issued in 1912, including that issued for the
appreciation of the value of its assets, was “the actual cash value
of tangible property paid in other than cash, for stock or shares
in such corporation,” either

“(a) by the tangible assets, including the ore properties
at their increased value, or
(b) by the surrender of all the certificates representing
the old common stock, which, it is said, had an
actual cash value equal to double its par”
and, “Third, that the construction put upon the act by the treasury
department, based, as it is said, not upon value but upon the
single feature of cost, disregarding time of acquisition, would
render the act unconstitutional as a deprivation of property with
out due process under the fifth amendment, because so arbitrary
as to amount in effect to confiscation; and hence that this con
struction must be avoided.”
The court did not interpret the law as supporting the above
contentions and after due deliberation decided against the La Belle
Iron Works.
One can easily imagine the ingenuity shown in the construc
tion of the case for the La Belle Iron Works by its counsel, for
the language of the revenue act of 1917, perhaps, cannot be said
to be so well chosen as to clearly convey its meaning and the clear
intent of the makers of the law.
It has been said that “Language conceals the truth.” Upon
first reading some of the provisions of the revenue act of 1917
the full meaning of the statement contained in the above quota
tion was impressed upon many of us.
No reflection is intended upon the drafters of the law, in fact
we now have a marked appreciation of the wisdom shown in its
construction, for it has stood the test of a number of determined
attacks- We must notice, however, in the decision rendered in
this case, that the court made much of its knowledge of what
congress intended when the law was passed, and in view of the
known intention interpreted the language quite clearly in con
formity therewith.
An instance in point might be cited from the following, quoted
from section 207 of the revenue act of 1917, defining invested
capital :
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“In the case of a corporation or partnership:
(1) Actual cash paid in,
(2) the actual cash value of tangible property paid in
other than cash, for stock or shares in such cor
poration or partnership, at the time of such pay
ment (but in case such tangible property was paid
in prior to January 1, 1914, the actual cash value
of such property as of January 1, 1914, but in no
case to exceed the par value of the original stock
or shares specifically issued therefor), * * *”
The counsel for La Belle Iron Works, it is evident, relied
somewhat upon the language included between the brackets to
support its contention that the appreciation should be included in
invested capital. We fancy this language seemed to fit one phase
of the case of La Belle Iron Works very nicely, the main stum
bling block, however, being the six words just preceding the
matter contained in the parenthesis which read: “at the time of
such payment.” Reading section 207 without intimate knowledge
of the intent of its framers, one might be excused for entertaining
doubt as to whether or not the quoted proviso modified the
definition contained within the brackets.
*
*
*
*
Of the many important decisions of the United States supreme
court during the past two court terms, there seem to be none of
greater importance to accountants than that in which it was de
cided that stock dividends were not to be considered income to
the recipients of the dividend; that in which the court ruled that
the gain realized from sale of capital assets is income; and that
in which the court ruled that the appreciated portion of the value
of assets could not be included in a computation of invested
capital for excess-profits-tax purposes.
There may have been other decisions handed down during
that period of more far-reaching importance, but we can conceive
of none the effect of which is more directly felt by all, than
those bearing upon our comparatively new method of taxing in
come. Federal taxes up to five years ago were exacted in such
an indirect manner that to the mass they meant nothing more
than a somewhat abstruse economic question, which must be de
cided at the polls every four years, but since so many of our
citizens now have to reckon with income tax as a part of their
personal budget, any decision upon these tax matters becomes at
once a subject of considerable moment.
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The daily newspapers devote much space to the subject, not
only to those items dealing with the present law, but to the pro
posed measures to take the place of the excess-profits-tax law,
which latter, the majority of opinion seems to consider as of no
further value; first, for the reason that it is thought that because
of the shrinkage of profits, the law, if left in effect, would fail
as a producer of revenue, and, second, because it has been termed
burdensome to business as a whole.
The particular reason the three above-mentioned decisions seem
to accountants of unusual importance, however, is that in each
instance the court after careful consideration has ruled upon the
various questions brought to its attention strictly in accordance
with the best theory and practice of modern accountancy. The
fact that the supreme court of the United States has passed upon
these matters takes them out of the state in which they may have
been considered more or less controversial and projects them
before the laity as dignified precedents, if not actual rules.
While our brethren of the profession of the law have our
admiration and respect, this attitude toward them we have been
obliged to modify at times upon observing their lack of clear
thinking when they enter the field of accountancy. It is refresh
ing, therefore, when so eminent a body of that profession, as the
supreme court of the United States, observes, as it does in the
case of the La Belle Iron Works versus the United States, that
“There is a logical incongruity in entering upon the books
of a corporation as the capital value of property acquired
for permanent employment in its business and still re
tained for that purpose a sum corresponding not to its
cost but to what probably might be realized by sale in
the market”
or as it observes in the Eisner versus Macomber case:
“Income may be defined as a gain derived from capital,
from labor, or from both combined, provided it be un
derstood to include profit gained through sale or con
version of capital assets.”
That books of account should not be so kept as to reflect
anticipated or unrealized profits is common knowledge in the
accountancy profession; and that the statistics extracted there
from should represent cost and not value is also well known to
accountants, but these facts are not so generally understood by
the laity.
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Value is a term, the meaning of which is illusive. We all use
it more or less intelligently in our daily lives and it is the subject
of daily consideration in our dealings with our fellows, but who
can accurately say what the value of any particular commodity is ?
Richard the Third is quoted as having placed a rather abnormal
value upon a horse at a critical time in his career.
What is the value of unmined ore of a known metallurgical
content, if that accurately could be known, while it is still under
ground? If one could exactly estimate the cost of mining it and
transporting it to its accustomed market and then forecast the
exact waste they would be sustained in the several processes of
producing and transporting it, as well as the exact price that
would be realized upon its sale, the present worth of the profit
that would eventually be realized might be computed. It is difficult
to conceive of any individual or set of individuals who could even
approximate these costs and profits in order to fit themselves
with an authoritative opinion of the value, at any given time,
attaching to the ore in the ground.
In the case of La Belle Iron Works versus the United States
upon which the supreme court gave its opinion May 16, 1921, the
corporation contended that there should be included as invested
capital an appreciation of nine million, nine hundred thousand
dollars, resulting from its appraisal of value of ore in its ground,
which appraisal was made by it in 1912.
Whether the appraised value set up in the corporation’s books
was too high or too low had no bearing upon the subject at
issue and apparently was not considered by the court- That it
has no bearing can be admitted without weakening a desire to
speculate upon what valuation would have been put upon the ore
lands in 1917 or 1918, or, on the other hand, what value would
have been considered proper if congress had considered unearned
increment a proper subject for taxation.
Logically considered, books of account should be kept so as to
reflect cost and not value and this is the theory at the base of
accounting structure. However, accountancy contemplates as a
cost the exhaustion, wear and tear that naturally takes place in
some of the assets for which it sets out to be the financial historian.
As this exhaustion, wear and tear must be the subject of conjec
ture and educated speculation, in endeavoring to estimate this
annual cost, accountancy enters into what has been termed “a
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twilight zone.” But it must be remembered that the accountant
entering this zone, however inaccurate his estimate may be, only
contemplates the cost of the asset subject to the depreciation, and
hence is logical in his pursuit of recording cost and not value.
The recording of depreciation, as often has been pointed out,
does not indicate a desire upon the accountant to show reduction
of value, but rather indicates his desire to show the quota of
original cost that has been lost by natural deterioration, which
must be taken into account if the capital originally invested is to
be kept intact.
Another respect in which accounting departs from a strict
adherence to the idea of reflecting cost is in following the rule of
pricing inventories at “cost or market, whichever is lower.”
While this method is not strictly in accordance with the basic
theory, it has the sanction of the best commercial practice and is
recognized as a necessary departure from the cost method by the
accounting profession on the theory, as has been observed by a
leading member of our profession, that “losses may be admitted,
but profits must be proved.” This observation grew out of the
contemplation of the fact that profits cannot be realized before
sale of the commodity dealt in, but a loss “may be occasioned by
physical destruction or deterioration of property included in an
inventory, or it may be occasioned by shrinkage in market value,”
and where such losses are sustained, “even though not fully con
summated by a sale of the goods, the fact should be recognized.”
The court in one of the closing paragraphs of its printed de
cision, referring, however, simply to capital assets, has put the
thought in a nutshell, in making the following observation:
“Whether in a given case property should be carried
in the capital account at market value rather than at cost
may be a matter of judgment, depending upon circum
stances and the local law. But certainly congress, in
seeking a general rule, reasonably might adopt the cost
basis, resting upon experience rather than anticipation.”

In view of the above quoted language, one cannot resist a
certain degree of curiosity as to what the court had in mind when
it observed

“We intimate no opinion upon the effect of the act with
respect to deductions from cost values of capital assets
because of depreciation or the like; no question of that
kind being involved.”
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Greatly are we tempted to speculate upon the probably un
spoken thought which induced the above expression.
The corporation undoubtedly had computed depletion based
upon the fair market value of the mineral deposit as of March
1, 1913, which value included the appreciation contended for in
this case. It is just possible the court had in mind the apparent
discrepancy in the logic of the theory of allowing fair market
value March 1, 1913, for depreciation and depletion purposes but
not allowing it for purposes of invested capital.
As has been pointed out, there is no real discrepancy here, for
while congress through the adoption of the sixteenth amendment,
for the purpose of determining income, is obliged to recognize as
capital the fair market value of property at March 1, 1913, no
such obligation rested upon it to consider fair market value at
that date, in seeking the basis upon which the taxable portion of
income is to be computed.
We venture no opinion as to that part of the decision which
treats of the disallowance of appreciated value as if it were a
violation of a citizen’s rights guaranteed by the fifth amendment
of the constitution of the United States. This phase is one dear
to the mind accustomed to deal with legal matters and the present
case must be one of great interest to him.
We can sense, however, from the manner in which the court
handled this phase of the subject, that it has been permanently
settled.
The company’s counsel contended that in basing invested capital
upon actual costs to the exclusion of higher estimated values there
was produced arbitrary discriminations raising doubts about its
constitutionality. The court pointed out that the act treats all
corporations and partnerships alike so far as they are similarly
circumstanced, and its conclusion upon this matter was:
“If in its application the tax in particular instances may
seem to bear upon one corporation more than upon
another, this is due to differences in their circumstances,
not to any uncertainty or want of generality in the
tests applied.”
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There were a number of matters prepared to appear in this department
of the July issue of The Journal of Accountancy, but because of the
lack of space and the greater importance of the decision of the United States
supreme court in the case of La Belle Iron Works, we simply publish the
latter decision, as follows:
SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
No. 453—October Term, 1920.
La Belle Iron Works, Appellant,
Appeal from the Court
vs.
of Claims.
The United States.
[May 16, 1921.]
Mr. Justice Pitney delivered the opinion of the court.
The court of claims dismissed appellant’s petition which claimed
a refund of $1,081,184.61, alleged to have been erroneously assessed
and exacted as an “excess profits tax” under title II of the revenue
act of 1917 (Act of October 3, 1917, Ch. 63, 40 Stat. 300, 302, et seq.).
The case involves the construction and application of those provisions
by which the deduction from income, for the purposes of the tax, is
measured by the “invested capital” of the taxpayer; and a question is
raised as to the constitutionality of the act as construed and applied.
Title I of the act imposed “War Income Taxes” upon individuals
and corporations in addition to those imposed by Act of September 8,
1916 (Ch. 463, 39 Stat. 756). Title II provided for the levying of
“War Excess Profits Taxes” upon corporations, partnerships, and
individuals. As applied to domestic corporations, the scheme of this
title was that, after providing for a deduction from income (sec. 203,
p. 304) equal to the same percentage of the invested capital for the
taxable year which the average amount of the annual net income of
the trade or business during the pre-war period (the years 1911, 1912,
and 1913) was of the invested capital for that period, but not less than
7 nor more than 9 per cent., plus $3,000, it imposed (sec. 201, p. 303),
in addition to other taxes, a graduated tax upon the net income beyond
the deduction, commencing with 20 per centum of such net income
above the deduction but not above 15 per centum of the invested
capital for the taxable year, and running as high as 60 per centum of
the net income in excess of 33 per centum of such capital. It applied
to “all trades or businesses,” with exceptions not now material (p. 303).
What should be deemed “invested capital” was defined by sec. 207
(p. 306), which, so far as pertinent, is set forth in a footnote on page 58.
The case was decided upon a demurrer to the petition, in which the
facts were stated as follows: Appellant is a domestic corporation and,
prior to the year 1904, acquired ore lands for which it paid the sum of
$190,000. Between that time and the year 1912 extensive explorations
and developments were carried on (the cost of which is not stated),
and it was proved that the lands contained large bodies of ore and
had an actual cash value not less than $10,105,400; and at all times
during the years 1912 to 1917, inclusive, their actual cash value was
not less than the sum last mentioned. In the year 1912 the company
increased the valuation of said lands upon its books by adding thereto
the sum of $10,000,000, which it carried to surplus, and thereupon, in
the same year, declared a stock dividend in the sum of $9,915,400,
representing the increase in value of the ore lands. Theretofore appel
lant’s capital stock had consisted of shares issued, all of one class,
having a par value of $9,915,400. The declaration of the stock dividend
was carried out by the surrender to the company of all the outstanding
stock, and its cancelation, and the exchange of one share of new
common and one share of new preferred stock for each share of the
original stock.
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In returning its annual net income for the year 1917 the company
stated its invested capital to be $26,322,904.14, in which was included
the sum of $10,105,400 as representing the value of its ore lands. The
commissioner of internal revenue caused a re-assessment to be made,
based upon a reduction of the invested capital to $16,407,507.14; the
difference ($9,915,400) being the increase in the value of the ore lands
already mentioned. The result was an additional tax of $1,081,184.61,
which, having been paid, was made the subject of a claim for refund;
and this having been considered and rejected by the commissioner,
there followed a suit in the court of claims, with the result already
mentioned.
Appellant’s contentions, in brief, are, first, that the increased value
of the ore lands, placed upon the company’s books in 1912, ought to be
included in invested capital under sec. 207 (a) (3), as “paid in or
earned surplus and undivided profits.” Second, that within the mean
ing of clause (2), which provides that invested capital shall include
“the actual cash value of tangible property paid in other than cash,
for stock or shares in such corporation,” the stock of the company
issued in 1912, consisting of $9,915,400 of preferred stock and an
equal amount of common, was fully paid for: either (a) by the tan
gible assets, including the ore properties at their increased value, or
(b) by the surrender of all the certificates representing the old com
mon stock, which, it is said, had an actual cash value equal to double
its par. And, third, that the construction put upon the act by the
treasury department, based as it is said not upon value but upon the
single feature of cost, disregarding the time of acquisition, would
render the act unconstitutional as a deprivation of property without
due process under the fifth amendment, because so arbitrary as to
amount in effect to confiscation; and hence that this construction must
be avoided.
Reading the entire language of section 207 in the light of the cir
cumstances that surrounded the passage of the act, we think its mean
ing as to “invested capital” is entirely clear. The great war in
Europe had been in progress since the year 1914, and the manufacture
and export of war supplies and other material for the belligerent
powers had stimulated many lines of trade and business in this
country, resulting in large profits as compared with the period before
the war, and as compared with ordinary returns upon the capital
embarked. The United States had become directly involved in the
conflict in the spring of 1917, necessitating heavy increases in taxa
tion; at the same time manufactures and trade of every description
were rendered even more active, and in certain lines more profitable,
than before, so that the unusual gains derived therefrom formed a
natural subject for special taxation.
On the eve of our entry, and in order to provide a “Special Pre
paredness Fund” for army, navy, and fortification purposes, an Act
(March 3, 1917; Ch. 159, 39 Stat. 1000) was passed, which, in title II,
provided for an excess-profits tax on corporations and partnerships
equal to 8 per centum of the amount by which their net income ex
ceeded $5,000 plus 8 per centum of the “actual capital invested”; and,
in sec. 202 (p. 1001), defined this term to mean “(1) actual cash paid
in, (2) the actual cash value, at the time of payment, of assets other
than cash paid in, and (3) paid in or earned surplus and undivided
profits used or employed in the business,” but not to include money or
other property borrowed.
The revenue act of October 3, 1917, passed after we had become
engaged in the war, took the place of the act of March 3, and embodied
a “War Excess Profits Tax,” with higher percentages imposed upon
the income in excess of deductions and a more particular definition of
terms. A scrutiny of the particular provisions of Section 207 shows
that it was the dominant purpose of congress to place the peculiar bur
den of this tax upon the income of trades and businesses exceeding
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what was deemed a normally reasonable return upon the capital actu
ally embarked. But if such capital were to be computed according to
appreciated market values based upon the estimates of interested
parties (on whose returns perforce the government must in great part
rely), exaggerations would be at a premium, corrections difficult, and
the tax easily evaded. Section 207 shows that congress was fully
alive to this and designedly adopted a term—“invested capital”—and
a definition of it, that would measurably guard against inflated valua
tions. The word “invested” in itself imports a restrictive qualification.
When speaking of the capital of a business corporation or partnership,
such as the act deals with, “to invest” imports a laying out of money,
or money’s worth, either by an individual in acquiring an interest in
the concern with a view to obtaining income or profit from the con
duct of its business, or by the concern itself in acquiring something of
permanent use in the business; in either case involving a conversion
of wealth from one form into another suitable for employment in the
making of the hoped-for gains. See Webster’s New Internal. Diet.
“invest,” 8; Century Diet., “invest,” 7; Standard Diet., “invest,” 1.
In order to adhere to this restricted meaning and avoid exaggerated
valuations, the draftsman of the act resorted to the test of including
nothing but money, or money’s worth, actually contributed or con
verted in exchange for shares of the capital stock, or actually acquired
through the business activities of the corporation or partnership (in
volving again a conversion) and coming in ab extra, by way of increase
over the original capital stock. How consistently this was carried out
becomes evident as the section is examined in detail. Cash paid in,
and tangible property paid in other than cash, are confined to such
as were contributed for stock or shares in the corporation or partner
ship; and the property is to be taken at its actual cash value “at the
time of such payment”—distinctly negativing any allowance for appre
ciation in value. There is but a single exception: tangible property
paid in prior to January 1, 1914, may be taken at its actual cash value
on that date, but in no case exceeding the par value of the original
stock or shares specifically issued for it; a restriction in itself requiring
the valuation to be taken as of a date prior to the war period, and in
no case to exceed the stock valuation placed upon it at the time it
was contributed. The provision of clause (3) that includes “paid in
or earned surplus and undivided profits used or employed in the
business” recognizes that in some cases contributions are received
from stockholders in money or its equivalent for the specific purpose
of creating an actual excess capital over and above the par value of
the stock; and, in view of the context, surplus “earned” as well as that
“paid in” excludes the idea of capitalizing (for the purposes of this
tax) a mere appreciation of values over cost.
The same controlling thought is carried into the proviso, which
relates to the valuation of patents, copyrights, trade-marks, goodwill,
franchises, and similar intangible property. Every line shows evi
dence of a legislative purpose to confine the account to such items as
were paid in for stock or shares, and to their values “at the time of
such payment;” but, with regard to those bona fide purchased prior to
March 3, 1917, there is a special provision, limiting the effect of any
adjustments that might have been made in view of the provisions of
the act of that date.
It is clear that clauses (1) and (2) refer to actual contributions of
cash or of tangible property at its cash value contributed in exchange
for stock or shares specifically issued for it; and that neither these
clauses, nor clause (3) which relates to surplus, can be construed as
including within the definition of invested capital any marking up of
the valuation of assets upon the books to correspond with increase in
market value, or any paper transaction by which new shares are issued
in exchange for old ones in the same corporation, but which is not
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in substance and effect a new acquisition of capital property by the
company.
.
It is clear enough that congress adopted the basis of invested
capital” measured according to actual contributions made for stock or
shares and actual accessions in the way of surplus, valuing them
according to actual and bona fide transactions and by valuations ob
taining at the time of acquisition, not only in order to confine the
capital, the income from which was to be in part exempted from the
burden of this special tax, to something approximately representative
of the risks accepted by the investors in embarking their means in the
enterprise, but also in order to adopt tests that would enable returns
to be more easily checked by examination of records, and make them
less liable to inflation than if a more liberal meaning of “capital and
surplus” had been adopted; thus avoiding the necessity of employing
a special corps of valuation experts to grapple with the many difficult
problems that would have ensued had general market values been
adopted as the criteria.
In view of the special language employed in section 207, obviously
for the purpose of avoiding appreciated valuations of assets over and
above cost, the argument that such value is as real as cost value, and
that in the terminology of corporation and partnership accounting
“capital and surplus” mean merely the excess of all assets at actual
values over outstanding liabilities, and “surplus” means the intrinsic
value of all assets over and above outstanding liabilities plus par of
the stock, is beside the mark. Nor has the distinction between capital
and income, discussed in Doyle v. Mitchell Bros. Co., 247 U. S. 179, 187;
Hays v. Gauley Mtn. Coal Co., 247 U. S. 189, 193; and Southern Pacific Co.
v. Lowe, 247 U. S., 330, 334-335, any proper bearing upon the questions
here presented.
Upon the strength of an administrative interpretation contained in
a treasury regulation pertaining to the revenue act of 1917, under
which “stocks” were to be regarded as tangible property when paid in
for stock or shares of a corporation, it is insisted that appellant’s
stock dividend distribution of 1912 ought to be treated as paid for in
tangible property, the old stock surrendered being regarded as tan
gible for the purpose. But that distribution, in substance and effect,
was an internal transaction, in which the company received nothing
from the stockholders any more than they received anything from it
(see Eisner v. Macomber, 252 U. S. 189, 210-211) ; and the old shares
cannot be regarded as having been “paid in for” the new ones within
the meaning of section 207 (a) (2), even were they “stocks” within the
meaning of that regulation, which is doubtful.
It is said that the admitted increase in the value of appellant’s ore
lands is properly to be characterized as earned surplus, because it was
the result of extensive exploration and development work. We assume
that a proper sum, not exceeding the cost of the work, might have
been added to earned surplus on that account; but none such was
stated in appellant’s petition, nor, so far as appears, in its return of
income. In the absence of such a showing it was not improper to
attribute the entire $9,915,400, added to the book value of the ore
property in the year 1912, to a mere appreciation in the value of the
property; in short, to what is commonly known as the “unearned
increment,” not properly “earned surplus” within the meaning of the
statute.
The foregoing considerations dispose of the contention that either
the increased value of appellant’s ore lands, or the surrender of the
old stock in exchange for the new issues based upon that value, can
be regarded as “tangible property paid in other than cash, for stock
or shares in such corporation” within the meaning of sec 207 (a) (2);
and of the further contention that such increased value can properly
be regarded as “paid in or earned surplus and undivided profits” under
sec. 207 (a) (3).
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It is urged that this construction, defining invested capital according
to the original cost of the property instead of its present value, has the
effect of rendering the act “glaringly unequal” and of doubtful con
stitutionality; the insistence being that, so construed, it operates to
produce baseless and arbitrary discriminations, to the extent of render
ing the tax invalid under the due-process-of-law clause of the fifth
amendment. Reference is made to cases decided under the equal-pro
tection clause of the fourteenth amendment (Southern Ry. Co. v. Greene,
216 U. S. 400, 418; Gast Realty Co. v. Schneider Granite Co., 240 U. S.
55); but clearly they are not in point. The fifth amendment has no
equal-protection clause; and the only rule of uniformity prescribed
with respect to duties, imposts, and excises laid by congress is the
territorial uniformity required by Art. I, sec. 8. Pollock v. Farmers’
Loan & Trust Co., 157 U. S. 429, 557; Knowlton v. Moore, 178 U. S. 41,
98, 196; Flint v. Stone Tracy Co., 220, U. S. 107, 150; Billings v. United
States, 232 U. S. 261, 282; Brushaber v. Union Pacific R.R., 240 U. S.
1, 24. That the statute under consideration operates with territorial
uniformity is obvious and not questioned.
Appellant cites Looney v. Crane Co., 245 U. S. 178, 188, and Inter
national Paper Co. v. Massachusetts, 246 U. S. 135, 145, but these cases
also are inapplicable, being based upon the due-process clause of the
fourteenth amendment, with which state taxing laws were held in
conflict because they had the effect of imposing taxes on the property
of foreign corporations located and used beyond the jurisdiction of the
taxing state. There is no such infirmity here.
Nor can we regard the act—in basing “invested capital” upon
actual costs to the exclusion of higher estimated values—as productive
of arbitrary discriminations raising a doubt about its constitutionality
under the due-process clause of the fifth amendment. The difficulty
of adjusting any system of taxation so as to render it precisely equal
in its bearing is proverbial, and such nicety is not even required of
the states under the equal-protection clause, much less of congress
under the more general requirement of due process of law in taxation.
Of course it will be understood that congress has very ample authority
to adjust its income taxes according to its discretion, within the bounds
of geographical uniformity. Courts have no authority to pass upon
the propriety of its measures; and we deal with the present criticism
only for the purpose of refuting the contention, strongly urged, that
the tax is so wholly arbitrary as to amount to confiscation.
The act treats all corporations and partnerships alike, so far as
they are similarly circumstanced. As to one and all, congress adjusted
this tax, generally speaking, on the basis of excluding from its opera
tion income to the extent of a specified percentage (7 to 9 per cent.)
of the capital employed, but upon condition that such capital be valued
according to what actually was embarked at the outset or added
thereafter, disregarding any appreciation in values. If in its applica
tion the tax in particular instances may seem to bear upon one cor
poration more than upon another, this is due to differences in their
circumstances, not to any uncertainty or want of generality in the
tests applied.
Minor distinctions—such as those turning upon the particular dates
of January 1, 1914, and March 3, 1917—are easily explained, as we
have seen. The principal line of demarcation—that based upon actual
costs, excluding estimated appreciation—finds reasonable support up
on grounds of both theory and practice, in addition to the important
consideration of convenience in administration, already adverted to.
There is a logical incongruity in entering upon the books of a cor
poration as the capital value of property acquired for permanent em
ployment in its business and still retained for that purpose, a sum
corresponding not to its cost but to what probably might be realized
by sale in the market. It is not merely that the market value has
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not been realized or tested by sale made, but that sale cannot be
made without abandoning the very purpose for which the property
is held, involving a withdrawal from business so far as that particular
property is concerned. Whether in a given case property should be
carried in the capital account at market value rather than at cost
may be a matter of judgment, depending upon special circumstances
and the local law. But certainly congress, in seeking a general rule,
reasonably might adopt the cost basis, resting upon experience rather
than anticipation.
In organizing corporations, it is not unusual to issue different
classes of securities, with various priorities as between themselves,
to represent different kinds of contribution to capital. In exchange
for cash, bonds may be issued; for fixed properties, like plant and
equipment, preferred stock may be given; while more speculative
values, like goodwill or patent rights, may be represented by common
stock. In the present case, for instance, when appellant took the esti
mated increase in value of its ore lands as a basis for increased capi
talization, it issued preferred stock to the amount of the former total,
carrying those lands at cost, and issued a like amount of common
stock to represent the appreciation in their market value. It does
not appear that in form the new issues were thus allocated; but at
least there was a recognition of a higher claim in favor of one part
of the book capital than of the other. Upon like grounds, it was not
unreasonable for congress, in adjusting the “excess profits tax,” to
accord preferential treatment to capital representing actual invest
ments, as compared with capital representing higher valuations based
upon estimates, however confident and reliable, of what probably could
be realized were the property sold instead of retained.
From every point of view, the tax in question must be sustained.
We intimate no opinion upon the effect of the act with respect to
deductions from cost values of capital assets because of depreciation
or the like; no question of that kind being here involved.
Judgment affirmed.
Mr. Justice McReynolds concurs in the result.
*Sec. 207. That as used in this title, the term “invested capital” for any year
means the average invested capital for the year, as defined and limited in this title,
averaged monthly.
As used in this title “invested capital” does not include stocks, bonds (other than
obligations of the United States), or other assets, the income from which is not
subject to the tax imposed by this title, nor money or other property borrowed, and
means, subject to the above limitations:
(a) In the case of a corporation or partnership: (1) Actual cash paid in, (2) the
actual cash value of tangible property paid in other than cash, for stock or shares in
such corporation or partnership, at the time of such payment (but in case such
tangible property was paid in prior to January first, nineteen hundred and fourteen,
the actual cash value of such property as of January first, nineteen hundred and four
teen, but in no case to exceed the par value of the original stock or shares specifically
issued therefor), and (3) paid in or earned surplus and undivided profits used or
employed in the business, exclusive of undivided profits earned during the taxable
year: Provided, That (a) the actual cash value of patents and copyrights paid in for
stock or shares in such corporation or partnership, at the time of such payment, shall
be included as invested capital, but not to exceed the par value of such stock or shares
at the time of such payment, and (b) the goodwill, trade-marks, trade brands, the
franchise of a corporation or partnership, or other intangible property, shall be in
cluded as invested capital if the corporation or partnership made payment bona fide
therefor specifically as such in cash or tangible property, the value of such goodwill,
trade-mark, trade brand, franchise, or intangible property, not to exceed the actual
cash or actual cash value of the tangible property paid therefor at the time of such
payment; but goodwill, trade-marks, trade brands, franchise of a corporation or part
nership, or other intangible property, bona fide purchased, prior to March third,
nineteen hundred and seventeen, for and with interests or shares in a partnership or
for and with shares in the capital stock of a corporation (issued prior to March third,
nineteen hundred and seventeen), in an amount not to exceed, on March third, nine
teen hundred and seventeen, twenty per centum of the total interests or shares in the
partnership or of the total shares of the capital stock of the corporation, shall be
included in invested capital at a value not to exceed the actual cash value at the time
of such purchase, and in case of issue of stock therefor not to exceed the par value
of such stock;
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(Note.—The fact that these solutions appear in The Journal of Accountancy
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Institute of Accountants. They merely represent the personal opinion of the editor of
the Students’ Department.)

Examination

in Accounting Theory and Practice—Part I
MAY 18, 1921, 1 P. M. to 6 P. M.
Answer questions 1 and 2 and any three other questions:
1. Following are the trial balances of Company A and its subsidiaries
at December 31, 1920:
Co. C
Co. A
Co.B
Debits
$60,000
Cash .....................................................
$75,000
$50,000
420,000
190,000
Accounts receivable ...........................
350,000
40,000
200,000
60,000
Notes receivable ..................................
160,000
105,000
Inventory, raw material, Jan. 1, 1920 .
150,000
510,000
400,000
650,000
Purchases, raw materials ....................
370,000
Labor ...................................................
320,000
450,000
205,000
190,000
190,000
Manufacturing expenses ....................
75,000
85,000
40,000
Selling expenses ..................................
25,000
35,000
45,000
Administrative expenses ....................
75,000
70,000
Inventory, goods in process, Jan. 1. 1920
80,000
80,000
65,000
Inventory, finished goods, Jan. 1, 1920
90,000
750,000
900,000
400,000
Plant and equipment ................ ........
..........
875,000
Investment in stock of Company B...
Investment in stock of Company C... . 1,200,000
..........
..........

$5,340,000
Credits
Capital stock ....................................... . $3,000,000
110,000
Notes payable .....................................
100,000
Accounts payable ................................
500,000
Bonds payable .....................................
5,000
Premium on bonds ............................
100,000
Reserve for depreciation ....................
Sales ..................................................... . 1,400,000
125,000
Surplus ................................................

$1,915,000

$2,780,000

$500,000
$800,000
80,000
60,000
65,000
250,000
..........

60,000
1,050,000
160,000

112,500
1,250,000
307,500

$5,340,000 $1,915,000 $2,780,000
The inventories at December 31, 1920, were:
Co.B
Co.C
Co. A
$210,000
$175,000
Raw material ..................................... . $280,000
95,000
80,000
85,000
Goods in process ..................................
145,000
135,000
105,000
Finished goods ....................................
Company A purchased the entire stock issues of Companies B and C
at January 1, 1920, at the prices shown in the trial balance. During the
year each of the three companies declared and paid a 5 per cent. dividend.
Company A took up its dividends from Companies B and C by credits
to surplus. The various entries for the dividends were the only entries
affecting the surplus accounts during the year.
At December 31, 1919, Company A’s inventory of raw material included
goods purchased from Company B at a price of $60,000, the cost thereof
to Company B being $40,000.
At the same date Company B’s inventory of raw material included
goods purchased from Company C for $75,000, on which Company C
made a profit of $25,000.
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During 1920, Company C sold goods to Company B at a price of
$200,000. These goods cost Company C $160,000. Company B still owes
$30,000 on these purchases, the indebtedness being included in the accounts
payable.
During 1920, Company B sold goods to Company A at a cost of $300,000
and at a selling price of $375,000. Company A made cash advances totaling
$400,000 to Company B during the year. The sales just mentioned were
charged against the advances account, the $25,000 balance of which is
included in Company B’s accounts payable.
The inventories at December 31, 1920, include inter-company profits
as follows:
Raw
Goods
Finished
material
in process
goods
Company A ............ $20,000
$5,000
$4,000
Company B ............
30,000
6,000
5,000
Company A’s bonds were issued July 1, 1920. They bear 5 per cent.
interest, payable semi-annually and mature in five years. No interest has
been paid.
Allow depreciation at 5 per cent. per annum on the cost of the fixed assets.
Prepare the following consolidated statements:
Cost of goods manufactured and sold.
Profit and loss statement.
Surplus statement (showing as the final balance therein the surplus
balance appearing in the consolidated balance-sheet).
Balance-sheet.
Solution. The required statements may be drawn up from a single set
of working papers prepared in the manner shown on pages 61 and 62.
COMPANY A AND SUBSIDIARIES B AND C Exhibit A
Consolidated statement of cost of goods manufactured and sold
Year ended December 31, 1920
Goods in process, January 1, 1920.........
$ 225,000
Materials:
Inventory, January 1, 1920 ............. $ 415,000
Add purchases ....................................
985,000

Total ..................................................
Less inventory, Dec. 31, 1920 ............
Labor .......................................................
Manufacturing expense:
Total per trial balance ....................

Depreciation of plant .........................

1,400,000
615,000

785,000
1,140,000

585,000
102,500

687,500

2,612,500

Total manufacturing cost ..................
Deduct inventory of goods in process, December 31, 1920.........

2,837,500
249,000

Cost of goods manufactured .........................................................
Add inventory of finished goods, January 1, 1920 .......................

2,588,500
235,000

Total ...........................................................................................
Less inventory of finished goods, December 31, 1920 ................

2,823,500
376,000

Cost of finished goods sold..............................................................

2,447,500
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Co. A
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75,000

80,000
750,000

105,000
400,000
320,000
190,000
40,000
25,000

70,000
65,000
400,000

2,780,000

160,000
510,000
370,000
205,000
75,000
35,000

50,000
190,000
60,000

1,915,000

Co. C

60,000
420,000
40,000

Co. B

Total debits to cost of sales
Less credits—per contra
Cost of goods sold—to profit and loss
Total debits to profit and loss—deducted contra

5,340,000

Goodwill .........................
Investment in stock of Co. C 1,200,000
Eliminate book value at
acquisition:
Par ...............................
Surplus at Jan. 1, 1920. .
Goodwill ..........................
Inventories, Dec. 31, 1920 :
Raw materials
(280+175+210)
Goods in process ( 95+ 80+ 85)
Finished goods
(135+145 + 105)
Bond interest .....................
Depreciation on p lan t .........

Par ...............................
Surplus at Jan. 1, 1920. .

acquisition:

Cash .................................... 75,000
Accounts receivable .......... 350,000
Notes receivable ................ 200,000
Inventory, raw material,
Jan. 1, 1920 ..................... 150,000
Purchases, raw materials .. 650,000
Labor .................................. 450,000
Manufacturing expense . .. 190,000
Selling expense ............... 85,000
Administrative expenses ... 45,000
Inventory, goods in process,
Jan. 1, 1920 .................... 80,000
Inventory, finished goods,
Jan. 1, 1920 ................ 90,000
Plant and equipment ......... 900,000
Investment in stock of Co. B 875,000
Eliminate book value at

Debits

1,425,000

665,000(1)
260,000(2)
385,000(3)
12,500(4)
102,500(5)

A djustm ents

1920

2,532,500

9,000(1)

50,000(G)
11,000(H)

800,000 (E)
347,500(F)

500,000 (C)
185,000(D)

575,000(B)

2,447,500

3,687,500
1,240,000

_______

102,500

235,000

225,000

415,000
985,000
1,140,000
585,000

2,765,000

2,447,500

12,500

200,000
105,000

4,922,500

_______

615,000
249,000
376,000

52,500 G

190,000 G

2,050,000

Inter-com pany Cost of sales Profit and loss Balance-sheet
elim inations
185,000
55,000 (A)
905,000
300,000
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3

Co. A

62
1,915,000

Net profit to surplus

Total credits to profit and loss
Less debits to profit and loss—per contra

2,780,000

307,500

60,000
1,050,000

160,000

112,500
1,250,000

80,000
65,000

Co. C

800,000
60,000
250,000

500,000

Co. B

Total credits to cost of sales—deducted contra

5,340,000

Capital stock
Co. A ...........................
,000,000
Co. B ..............................
Co. C ...........................
Notes payable .................... 110,000
Accounts payable .............. 100,000
Bonds payable .................... 500,000
Premium on bonds ............
5,000
Reserve for depreciation .. 100,000
Sales ..................................... 1,400,000
Surplus
Co. A ...........................
125,000
Co. B ..............................
Co. C .............. .......... . .
Cost of sales—credit for in
ventory Dec. 31.’
Raw materials ............
Goods in process .........
Finished goods ............
Bond interest accrued .......

Credits

1,425,000

665,000(1)
260,000(2)
385,000(3)
12,500(4)

102,500(5)

A djustm ents

31, 1920

2,532,500

1,240,000

50,000 (G) 615,000
11,000(H) 249,000
9,000(1)
376,000

185,000 (D)
347,500 (F)

575,000(B)

55,000 (A)

800,000(E)

500,000(C)

360,500

3,125,500
2,765,000

3,125,000

500

4,922,500

360,500

12,500

125,000 S
25,000*S
40,000*S

250,000
360,000
500,000
4,500
375,000

Inter-com pany Cost of sales Profit and loss Balance- s heet
elim inations
3,000,000

COMPANY A AND SUBSIDIARIES B AND C—Consolidated working papers—continued—year ended December
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COMPANY A AND SUBSIDIARIES B AND C
Consolidated profit-and-loss statement—Year ended Dec. 31,
Sales ................................................................................................
Less cost of goods sold (exhibit A) ............................................

Exhibit B
1920
$3,125,000
2,447,500

Gross profit on sales .....................................................................
Less selling expenses ....................................................................

677,500
200,000

Net profit on sales .........................................................................
Less administrative expenses .......................................................

477,500
105,000

Net profit on operations ................................................................
Less bond interest:
Interest accrued .............................................. $ 12,500
Less premium amortized .....................................
500

372,500

Net profit for the year ..............................................

360,500

12,000

COMPANY A AND SUBSIDIARIES B AND C Exhibit C
Consolidated surplus statement—Year ended December 31, 1920
Surplus, January 1, 1920 .............................................................. $ 210,000
Add profits for 1920 (exhibit B) ................................................
360,500
Total .........................................................................................
Less dividends paid by Company A ............................................

570,500
150,000

Surplus, December 31, 1920 .........................................................

420,500

COMPANY A AND SUBSIDIARIES B AND C Exhibit D
Consolidated balance-sheet—December 31, 1920
Assets
Current assets:
Cash .....................................................
$ 185,000
Accounts receivable ............................
905,000
Notes receivable ..................................
300,000
Inventories:
Raw material .................................... $ 665,000
Goods in process ..............................
260,000
Finished goods ................................
385,000

Total ..............................................
Less inter-company profit ..............
Fixed assets:
Plant and equipment ...........................
Less reserve for depreciation .........
Goodwill ..............................................

1,310,000
70,000

1,240,000

2,630,000

2,050,000
375,000
1,675,000
242,500

1,917,500
4,547,500
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Liabilities
Current liabilities:
Notes payable..........................................................
Accounts payable ....................................................
Accrued bond interest ............................................
Fixed liabilities:
Bonds payable .........................................................
Deferred credits :
Bond premium .........................................................
Capital:
Capital stock ..........................................................
Surplus (per exhibit C) .......................................

$ 250,000
360,000
12,500

622,500

500,000
4,500

3,000,000
420,500

3,420,500

4,547,500
There is some difference of opinion as to the proper treatment of profit
in inventories at the date of the acquisition of stock by the holding company.
In this solution the conservative treatment of ignoring the profit has been
followed. If the profit had been taken into consideration, the inventories
at the beginning of the year would have been reduced, with a corresponding
increase in the goodwill and in the consolidated profit for the year 1920.
It seems preferable to take the ground that the profit in inventories at the
date of acquisition is not inter-company profit, as it was made by the
companies when they were unrelated.

2. Prepare a statement of resources and their application for the 12
months ended December 31, 1920, using the following data:
THE HALL MANUFACTURING COMPANY—BALANCE-SHEET
Assets
Dec. 31,1919
Dec. 31,1920
Cash .......................... .............
$5,000
$1,800
Accounts receivable .. ............
30,000
32,000
Raw material ............ .............
12,000
14,500
Goods in process .. .. ............
16,000
17,500
Finished goods ......... ............
21,000
19,000
Land ......................... .............
70,000
100,000
Buildings ................... ............
115,000
170,000
Machinery .................. ............
90,000
100,000
Tools ......................... ............
26,000
23,000
Patents ....................... ............
30,000
28,000
Discount on bonds ..
2,000
Investment in stocks . .............
25,000
Advances to salesmen .............
500
1,000
Unexpired insurance . ............
300
250
$440,800

$509,050

Liabilities
Accounts payable .. .. .............
$35,000
Notes payable ........... ............
25,000
Bank loans ................ .............
20,000
Bonds payable .......... .............
200,000

$10,000
5,000
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Liabilities (Continued)
Dec. 31,1919
Reserve for depreciation, build
ings and machinery .......
20,000
Reserve for bad debts .............
1,200
Reserve for construction ....
16,000
Capital stock ...........................
100,000
Surplus ....................................
23,600

$440,800

Dec. 31,1920

29,000
1,500
20,000
100,000
43,550
$509,050

Following is an abstract of the surplus account:
Balance January 1, 1920 ..................................................................
Add net profit for 1920 ..................................................................
“ appraisal increase in land .....................................................

Total .................................................
Deduct credit to reserve for construction ..................
“
dividends paid December 31, 1920 .................

$4,000
15,000

$23,600
8,950
30,000

62,500
19,000

43,550

Balance, December 31, 1920 ...........................................

Depreciation was provided during the year as follows:
Credited to reserve for depreciation, buildings and machinery...
$10,000
Written off from tools ...................................................................
5,000
Written off from patents ........................................... • •.................
2,000
During the year machinery which cost $7,000 was sold for $6,000. The
loss was absorbed in the reserve for depreciation.
Solution.
Exhibit A
THE HALL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Comparative balance-sheet
Assets
Dec. 31,
Dec. 31,
Decrease Increase
1919
1920
Cash ......................................... $5,000
$1,800
$3,200
Accounts receivable .............. 30,000
$2,000
32,000
Raw material ......................... 12,000
14,500
2,500
Goods in process ..................... 16,000
17,500
1,500
Finished goods ....................... 21,000
19,000
2,000
Land ......................................... 70,000
100,000
30,000
Buildings ................................. 115,000
170,000
55,000
Machinery ................................ 90,000
100,000
10,000
Tools ....................................... 26,000
23,000
3,000
Patents ..................................... 30,000
28,000
2,000
Discount on bonds ................
2,000
2,000
Investment in stocks .............. 25,000
25,000
Advances to salesmen .............
500
1,000
500
Unexpired insurance ..............
300
250
50

440,800
Net increase in assets

509,050

35,250

103,500

68,250

103,500
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Liabilities
Accounts payable ................ ..
Notes payable ..................... ..
Bank loans .......................... ..
Bonds payable .................... ..
Reserve for depreciation ... ..
Reserve for bad debts ....... ..
Reserve for construction .. . ..
Capital stock ....................... ..
Surplus ................................ ..

$35,000
25,000
20,000
200,000
20,000
1,200
16,000
100,000
23,600

$10,000
5,000

440,800

509,050

$25,000
20,000
20,000
100,000
9,000
300
4,000

300,000
29,000
1,500
20,000
100,000
43,550

19,950

65,000

133,250

68,250

Net increase in liabilities ..

133,250

133,250

THE HALL MANUFACTURING COMPANY Exhibit B
Statement of application of funds—Year ended Dec. 31, 1920
Funds provided:
By net profits before providing for depreciation and bad debts:
Net profit carried to surplus ............
$8,950
Add depreciation:
Buildings and machinery ............ $10,000
Tools ..................................................
5,000
17,000
Patents ..............................................
2,000
Add provision for bad debts ............
By issue of bonds:
Par ...................................................
Less discount ...................................
By sale of investment in stocks..............
By sale of machinery:
Cost ....................................................
Less loss charged to reserve ...........

300

100,000
2,000

7,000
1,000

To payment of dividends .......................
To increase in working capital and de
ferred charges (exhibit C) .....
Total funds applied ...................................
66

98,000
25,000

6,000
$155,250

Total funds provided ..................................

Which were applied as follows:
To purchases of fixed assets:
Buildings ..........................................
Machinery .........................................
Tools ..................................................

$26,250

55,000
17,000
2,000

74,000

15,000
66,250
$155,250
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THE HALL MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Exhibit C

Schedule of working capital and deferred charges
December 31, 1919, and December 31, 1920
Dec. 31,
1919
$5,000
30,000
12,000
16,000
21,000

Dec. 31,
1920
$1,800
32,000
14,500
17,500
19,000

Total current assets .......

84,000

84,800

Current liabilities:
Accounts payable ................
Notes payable .....................
Bank loans ...........................

35,000
25,000
20,000

10,000
5,000

Total current liabilities ..

80,000

15,000

Working capital ....................

4,000

69,800

Current assets:
Cash .....................................
Accounts receivable ...........
Raw material .....................
Goods in process ..................
Finished goods ....................

Increase in working capital ...

Working capital
decrease increase
$3,200
$2,000
2,500
1,500
2,000

25,000
20,000
20,000

65,800

71,000
Deferred charges
Dec. 31,
Dec. 31,
1919
1920
Advances to salesmen ........... $ 500
$1,000
Unexpired insurance .............
300
250

800
Net increase in deferred charges

71,000

Decrease Increase
$ 500

$50

1,250

450
500

500

Summary
Increase in working capital ...........................................................
Increase in deferred charges ..........................................................

$65,800
450

Total ..........................................................................................

66,250
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3. A, B, C and D have decided to dissolve partnership. To that end
they have liquidated all their liabilities ; and at the date of the first division
of cash among the partners the conditions are as follows:

Capital
....... $22,000
....... 19,000
....... 12,000
....... 7,000

Loans
$ 7,000
6,000
14,000
13,000

Totals ....... ....... $60,000

$40,000

Partners
A ...........
B ...........
C ...........
D ...........

Profit and loss ratio
40%
30%
20%
10%
100%

Cash available for distribution .............................. $20,000
Other assets not yet realized (of doubtful value) . 80,000
Total .................................................................... $100,000

State which partners should participate in the distribution of the $20,000 ;
how much cash each should receive; whether the payments should be applied
against the capital accounts or the loan accounts. Explain the procedure
of determining the distribution. Assume that none of the partners has
any private property.
Solution. The cash should be divided in such a way as to leave the
sum of each partner’s capital and loan accounts equal to his possible loss
in case no portion of the $80,000 of other assets is realized. The first step
in the solution is to compare each partner’s total capital and loan with his
possible loss:
Profit-and
Capital
Loan
Total
Possible loss loss ratio
Partner
40%
$32,000
$29,000
A .. ......... $22,000
$7,000
30%
B .. ......... 19,000
6,000
25,000
24,000
20%
16,000
C .. ......... 12,000
14,000
26,000
D .. ......... 7,000
10%
13,000
20,000
8,000

It is evident that A cannot be safely paid anything because the sum
of his capital and loan accounts is less than his possible loss. If the $80,000
remaining assets should prove to be worthless, A’s $32,000 share thereof
would exhaust both his capital and loan and leave him with a debit
balance of $3,000. Since he has no other property it is assumed that he
would be unable to pay in this debit balance and it would have to be
charged against B, C and D in their profit-and-loss ratio, with the fol
lowing results:
Share of possible
Total
Own share of debit balance in
Total
A’s account
Partner possible loss
possible loss
capital and loan
B .. . ...$24,000
$1,500
$25,500
$25,000
1,000
C .. .... 16,000
17,000
26,000
D .. .... 8,000
500
8,500
20,000
It now appears that in the event of a total loss of the $80,000 remaining
assets and of A’s inability to make good his resulting debit balance of
$3,000, B’s account would also be thrown into a debit balance. If he
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should be unable to pay in this debit balance of $500, it would be charged
to C and D in their profit-and-loss ratio, with the following results:

C
D
Together
$26,000.00 $20,000.00 $46,000.00
Total capital and loan.
D
Deduct possible losses:
C
Own ........................ $16,000.00 $8,000.00
500.00
For A .................... 1,000.00
166.67 17,333.33 8,666.67 26,000.00
For B ....................
333.33

8,666.67 11,333.33 20,000.00

Cash distribution .........

As the partners’ loans take precedence over their capitals in liquidation,
these payments to C and D should be charged to their loan accounts.
4. (a) Determine the average life of the following fixed assets be
longing to the Western Hardware Company:
Assets
Estimated Estimated life
Cost
scrap value
in years
Buildings ...................... $100,000
$35,000
20
Machinery .................... 70,000
25,000
15
Tools............................. 20,000
5,000
10
Patterns ....................... 10,000
8
(b) After determining the average life of the fixed assets, state the
amount of annual depreciation by the straight-line method.
Solution. (a) Computation of average life.
Estimated
Total Life in Annual
Cost scrap value depre’n years depre’n
Asset
$35,000
$65,000
20
$3,250
Buildings ......... ........... $100,000
25,000
45,000
15
3,000
Machinery ................... 70,000
10
5,000
15,000
1,500
Tools .............. . ........... 20,000
0
10,000
8
1,250
Patterns ........... ........... 10,000
$135,000

Totals .........

$9,000

Then 135,000 ÷ 9,000 = 15, the average life in years.
(b) Annual depreciation by straight-line method, $9,000 as above.
5. (a) A company with $500,000 of common capital stock, par value
$100 a share, and a surplus account of $100,000, decides to change its
capitalization from a par to a no-par basis. It therefore calls in its 5,000
shares of par-value stock and issues in place thereof 10,000 shares of
no-par-value stock. How should the transaction be recorded? What
effect, if any, will the change to a no-par-value basis have on the surplus
account?
(b) Suppose that a new company is organized with 10,000 shares of
no-par-value stock and that this new company takes over all the assets and
liabilities of the old company at their book value, issuing all of its capital
stock in payment therefor. How would the transaction be recorded on
the books of the new company?
Solution. (a) The disposition of the surplus account would depend on
the action of the directors. If no action were taken, the only entry
required would be one debiting capital stock common $500,000 and crediting
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capital stock no par value $500,000. The stock ledger accounts should be
adjusted to show the increased number of shares held by each stockholder.
If the directors vote to change the surplus into fixed capital, the entry
would be: debit capital stock common, $500,000; debit surplus, $100,000;
credit capital stock no par value $600,000. A court would probably con
sider the action of the directors equivalent to the declaration of a stock
dividend, with the result that there would be no surplus available for cash
dividends.
(b) In this case the entries might depend on the state in which the
company is incorporated. Some states fix a minimum which must be
paid for the no-par stock. A recent opinion, coming from the office of
the solicitor general, holds that in such states any excess over the minimum
paid in by stockholders is available for dividends. On the basis of this
opinion, all of the $150,000 in excess of the fixed minimum could be
credited to capital surplus. In any event, the conservative thing to do is
to record the transaction as follows:

Debit subscriptions $600,000; credit capital stock no par value $600,000.
Debit assets ($?) ; credit liabilities ($?) ; credit A Company, vendor,
$600,000.
Debit A Company, vendor, $600,000; credit subscriptions $600,000.
6. Define the following:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

Income bond.
Co-insurance clause.
Amortization.
Residuary legatee.
Working capital.

Contingent reserve.
Turnover.
Subsidiary company.
Interdepartmental profit.
Franchise.

Solution. (a) An income bond is a bond which imposes on the debtor
a conditional instead of the usual unconditional obligation to pay interest,
the condition being the earning of income equal to the interest. If the
profits, before charging bond interest, are not equal to the interest, the
debtor has no obligation to pay interest.
(b) A co-insurance clause is a clause in an insurance policy stipulating
that the insurance company, in the event of a loss, shall be liable for no
greater proportion thereof than the sum insured under the policy bears to
a stated per cent. of the value of the property.
(c) Amortization is a gradual reduction. The term is generally used
in accounting in regard to liabilities, signifying their gradual extinguish
ment by means of a sinking fund or otherwise; and in regard to the
premium or discount on securities, signifying a gradual reduction thereof
by entries to profit and loss.
(d) A residuary legatee is a person who receives, according to the
directions of a will, all the property of an estate remaining after the other
claims against it have been satisfied.
(e) Working capital is the excess of the current assets of a business
over the current liabilities.
(f) A contingent reserve is an account with a credit balance, set up
by a charge to profit and loss or surplus, representing a provision out of
profits for an uncertain future loss.
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(g) Turnover is the number of times the cost of goods sold during a
period exceeds the average investment in stock.
(h) A subsidiary company is a corporation at least a controlling interest
of whose stock is owned by another corporation called a parent company—
one whose affairs are directed by the parent company.
(i) Interdepartmental profits are unrealized profits added to the cost
of goods transferred from one department of a business to another de
partment or included in the charge made by one department to another
for services.
(j) A franchise is a privilege granted by a municipal corporation to a
person (individual or corporate) permitting that person to conduct a
business of a monopolistic nature.

7. Actuarial Problem (optional). A company has acquired machin
ery, which cost $100,000, which it expects to be able to use for 10 years.
The scrap value at the end of that time is estimated at $25,000. A bond
issue of $75,000 due in 10 years, bearing 6 per cent. interest and secured
by a mortgage on the machinery, was floated at 98 soon after the
purchase of the machinery. The trust indenture requires that at the end
of each year, before the payment of dividends, a sum shall be set aside
and charged against earnings sufficient to provide a sinking fund on a
5 per cent. basis for the redemption of the bonds at maturity.
The president of the company is in favor of providing a reserve for
depreciation on the machinery by the sinking-fund method, using 5 per cent.
as a basis, although he does not advocate creating a replacement fund for
the machinery as well as a sinking fund for the bonds. The treasurer
contends that it is not necessary to provide any reserve for depreciation,
asserting as his reason that the creation of a sinking-fund reserve and a
reserve for depreciation would involve a double charge against profits and,
further, that as the sinking-fund reserve is obligatory the depreciation
reserve is not required.
(a) Compute the amount of the annual contribution to the sinking fund
for the redemption of the bonds.
(b) Set up a table showing the accumulation of the fund, on the
assumption that it earned exactly 5 per cent.
Also indicate the annual entries for the sinking fund and for the
sinking-fund reserve.
(c) Give your opinion as to whether or not there should be a reserve
for depreciation as well as a sinking-fund reserve. If the sinking-fund
reserve is sufficient, what disposition will eventually be made of it? If
two reserves are necessary, when and in what manner will they be
closed out?
1. 0510 = 1.62889463

Solution.

(a) Amount of the annual contribution to the sinking fund:
1.62889463 — 1 = .62889463 compound interest.
.62889463 ÷ .05 = 12.5778926 amount of annuity of 1.
75,000 ÷ 12.5778926 = 5,962.84 annual contribution.

Table of Accumulation of Sinking Fund
Debit
Credit
Credit
Year
sinking fund sinking-fund interest
cash
1....... ....... $5,962.84
$5,962.84
2 ....... .......
6,260.98
$ 298.14
5,962.84
3 ....... .......
6,574.03
611.19
5,962.84
(b)
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Credit
Debit
sinking fund sinking-fund interest
Year
6,902.73
939.89
4....... .......
7,247.87
1,285.03
5....... .......
1,647.42
7,610.26
6 ....... .......
2,027.94
7,990.78
7 ...... .......
2,427.47
8,390.31
8 ...... .......
2,846.99
8,809.83
9 ...... .......
.......
9,250.32
3,287.48
10 ......
$74,999.95

$15,371.55

Credit
cash
5,962.84
5,962.84
5,962.84
5,962.84
5,962.84
5,962.84
5,962.84

Balance
of fund
25,700.58
32,948.45
40,558.71
48,549.49
56,939.80
65,749.63
74,999.95

$59,628.40

Each year an entry would be made debiting surplus and crediting
sinking-fund reserve the amount shown in the “debit-sinking fund” column.
(c) There should be two reserves. The depreciation reserve is an
accounting necessity to put an expense on the books; the sinking-fund
reserve does not provide for an expense and it should be set up by a
charge to surplus as an appropriation or earned surplus which is temporarily
unavailable for dividends, instead of by a charge to profit and loss as an
expense. The sinking-fund reserve is simply a device for the benefit
of the bondholders, to give the sinking fund instead of dividends first claim
on the assets provided by earnings and an exclusive claim against a portion
of those assets. Without the reserve the company could pay dividends to
the full extent of the profits, with the result that the sinking-fund con
tributions and the dividends would cause an impairment of working capital.
The depreciation reserve is necessary to determine the true profits; the
sinking-fund reserve makes a portion of these profits unavailable for divi
dends until after the maturity of the bonds.
The depreciation reserve will be closed out when disposition of the
assets has been made, which may or may not be in ten years, depending
on the accuracy of the estimate of the life of the machinery. The differ
ence between the cost and the realized value of the assets will be charged
to the reserve, the balance of which will then be closed to surplus.
The sinking-fund reserve will be closed out at the end of ten years
when the bonds are retired. It will be transferred to surplus, where it will
again be available for dividends, the bondholders being no longer interested
in the dividend policy and the working capital of the company.
Touche, Niven & Co. announce the removal of their Cleveland
office to 1052 Hanna building.
Price, Waterhouse & Co. announce the removal of their offices in New
York from 54 William street and 6 West 48th street to 56 Pine street.
Pangborn & Pangborn announce the removal of their office to 253
Broadway, New York.
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Book Reviews
ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX. A bibliography of accounting literature to
December, 1920. American Institute of Accountants, 1921. 1578 pages. $15.
The Accountants’ Index is a revelation even to one generally familiar
with the literature of accounting and accountancy. It is almost inconceiv
able that any one could have the imagination, courage, energy and patience
to produce a work of such magnitude. Outstanding as are the many
good qualities of the publication, there rises above and overshadows all
the genius of the Institute librarian, Miss Louise S. Miltimore. The
accountancy profession and all those who labor in the field of accounting
may well acknowledge a debt of profound gratitude to Miss Miltimore
for her remarkable and useful contribution.
The Index is remarkable on account of its size, completeness and gen
eral merit. Fifteen hundred and seventy-eight pages are required to list
“the known English literature on the subject of accounting in print in 1912
and published since that year to and including December 31, 1920.”
Fifteen years ago the complaint was frequently heard that this country
had no native business literature. Of recent years, the complaint has
changed so that fault has been found, not with the dearth, but the fact
that there has been so much material that it has not been comprehended
in any one reference source. As far as one is able to judge, this difficulty
has now been largely overcome by a work which is strikingly complete.
The merits of the Index are numerous. In the first place, it is very
serviceable. In other words, it is easy to find what is sought. The material
is arranged alphabetically according to subject. Authors are similarly listed
along with the material. To find the name of a book, the title of an
article or the work of a given author, one has only to look for it alpha
betically as one would consult an encyclopaedia. This so-called dictionary
form of entry makes reference easy even to a tyro in the use of catalogues.
As an example, note what is found by the uninitiated who wants refer
ences on costs in limestone quarries:

QUARRIES AND QUARRYING—
Costs:
Bowles, O. Blasting costs in American quarries. Engineering and
Contracting, January 15, 1919. p. 56-7.
Bowles, O. Limestone quarry methods and quarry costs. Concrete,
May, 1919, Sup. 55-6.
Bowles, Oliver. Quarry costs. (In his Rock quarrying for cement
manufacturers. 1918. p. 100).
Cost of quarry blasting. Municipal Engineering, October, 1916, p. 144.
Cost of quarrying and crushing limestone for a road improvement.
Engineering and Contracting, February 5, 1919, p. 154.
Gillette, Halbert P. Rock excavation, quarrying and crushing. (In his
Handbook of cost data for contractors and engineers. 1910. p. 171-257).
Books, periodical articles and pamphlets are thrown into one alpha
betical arrangement which has the advantage of confining the search for
a given subject to one place. In addition, the published works of a given
author are grouped under the author’s name.
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The set-up of type is very good, the entries being well differentiated
and set apart by the use of bold-faced type, capitals, italics, etc. Capi
talization has been reduced to a minimum, thus eliminating emphasis of
the non-essentials, being restful to the eye and making for easy consultation.
Any review of the Index would be incomplete which fails to comment
on the references to depreciation. This subject is generally recognized as
having received more attention at the hands of writers than any other.
Yet it is doubtful if any one without seeing the references brought together
realizes the extent to which the treatment of this subject has gone. Three
hundred and thirty-eight pages of the Index are required to list the
references to depreciation, depletion and obsolescence.
This statement is, perhaps, subject to slight qualification, as the com
pilation goes further than the mere listing of titles and authors and gives
the rates of depreciation for the various classes and items of physical prop
erty mentioned by the various authors. This, in itself, is a matter of
great convenience and is only one more evidence of the many useful
characteristics of the Index.
Words are inadequate to express the value which this volume holds for
the accountancy profession. It is beyond the limit of the most profound
imagination to conceive its full usefulness. Only by daily and intensive
use will it be possible to realize what treasures of information the book
contains.
The author of the Index has performed a great service. It should be
officially recognized, not only by the American Institute of Accountants,
but by the American Library Association, of which, no doubt, Miss Milti
more is a member. Hers is an achievement worthy of decoration.
John Raymond Wildman.

Correspondence
Claims for Refund of Tax on Stock Dividends
Editor, The Journal of Accountancy:
Sir: I have read with interest Some Accounting Anomalies of Tax
Laws by F. W. Thornton, appearing in the June issue. In discussing the
question of tax on stock dividends Mr. Thornton says that “there seems
to be some basis for a claim * * * although no such claim has been
made within my knowledge.” Many of your readers will be interested
to know that such claims have been made and will be vigorously pressed.
A full discussion of the matter and the proper method of making a claim
appear on pages 604 and 605 of my 1921 Income-tax Procedure.
Sincerely yours,
Robert H. Montgomery.

Marcus A. Muller announces the removal of his office to 217
Broadway, New York.
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May, 1921, p. 36.
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Current Literature
MUNICIPAL
Accounting

Clarke, John J. Local Finance Accounts and Audit. Accountant, May
14, 1921, p. 609-12.
McCall, J. H. Municipal Bookkeeping. London, Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons,
1921. 122 p.

Finance

Larkin, Sydney. Municipal Financial Control. Accountant, May 14, 1921,
p. 623-8.
McCall, J. H. Municipal Finance. Accountants’ Journal, May, 1921,
p. 8-12.

NEGLIGENCE

Bubb, W. Norman. Liabilities of the Profession for Negligence. Public
Accountant, April, 1921, p. 275-94.
Hall, J. W. Law of Professional Negligence, with Special Reference to
Accountants and Auditors. Incorporated Accountants’ Journal, May,
1921, p. 163-7.

NEWSPAPERS
Cost Accounting

Keys, J. C. Why a Weekly Newspaper Needs a Cost System as Much
as a Job Office Does. Inland Printer, May, 1921, p. 204-5.

OILS

United States. Federal Trade Commission. Summary of Report of the
Pacific Coast Petroleum Industry; part I, production, ownership and
profits, April 7, 1921. Washington, Government Printing Office, 1921.
19 p.

PAPER
Accounting

Burke, T. J. Need of Standardisation in Paper Mill Cost Systems. Paper,
April 13, 1921, p. 9-10.

Cost Accounting

Stafford, H. E. Distributing Power Costs in a Pulp Mill Using 1,500 h.p.
Electrical World, April 30, 1921, p. 1000-1.

PARTNERSHIPS
Accounting
Dicksee, Lawrence R. Fundamentals of Accountancy.
Journal, May, 1921, p. 19-23.

Accountants’

PLUMBING
Accounting
Material You Lose Adds No Profit. Plumber, April 22, 1921, p. 233.
Practical Bookkeeping System Used by Stinson-Kennedy Co., Pittsburgh.
Domestic Engineering, April 23, 1921, p. 159-61.

POWER COSTS

Stafford, H. E. Distributing Power Costs in a Pulp Mill Using 1,500 h.p.
Electrical World, April 30, 1921, p. 1000-1.

PRICES
Cummins, Harry H. Foreign Exchange and Price Levels. Australasian
Accountant and Secretary, April, 1921, p. 114-20.
United States. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Retail Prices 1913 to Decem
ber, 1919. Washington, Government Printing Office, 1921. 498 p. (No. 270.)

PROFITS
Ainsworth, W. Profits in Relation to Capital Sunk in Manufacture.
Accountants’ Journal, May, 1921, p. 43-7.
Newman, E. W. Ascertainment of Profit. South African Accountant,
March, 1921, p. 593-6.
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PUBLIC UTILITIES
Valuation
Brown, R. A. Valuation and Rate of Reform of Public Utilities. Elec
trical World, May 7, 1921, p. 1058-9.
New Method of Valuing Public Utilities. Commercial and Financial
Chronicle, April 30, 1921, p. 1827.

PUMPING
Cost Accounting
Anderson, O. A. Record System of Steam and Motor Pumping Costs.
Power, May 31, 1921, p. 887-92.

RAILROADS
Accounting
Morse, C. A. Plea for Improvements in Maintenance Accounting. Engi
neering and Contracting, April 20, 1921, p. 394.
United States. Railroad Administration. Accounting Circulars, No. 145-A,
160. 2 p.

REPORTS

Palen, J. M. Grammatical Construction and the Use of Words in Account
ants’ Reports. Haskins and Sells Bulletin, May, 1921, p. 45-8.

SHIPS AND SHIPPING
Accounting
Gresty, W. R. Few Notes on Shipping Accounts.
April, 1921, p. 295-304.

Public Accountant,

SHOE TRADE
Costs
Harvard University. Graduate School of Business Administration. Bureau
of Business Research. Operating Expenses in Retail Shoe Stores in 1919.
Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1920. 20 p. (Bulletin No. 20.) $1.

STORES SYSTEMS AND STOCK RECORDS
Newman, E. W.
p. 653-6.

Stocktaking Problems.

Accountant, May 21, 1921,

TAXATION
Australia
McInnes, John S. Taxation of Bonus Shares. Australasian Accountant
and Secretary, April, 1921, p. 111-4.

United States
Thornton, F. W. Some Accounting Anomalies of Tax Laws. Journal of
Accountancy, June, 1921, p. 417-20.

TEXTILES
Cost Accounting
Szepesi, E. Accurate Costs without Red Tape. Textile World, April 9,
23, 1921, p. 2421, 2673.

VALUATION
Farrell, Morgan G. How the Shop Manager Can Use an Appraisal; some
appraisals not worth their cost values to be included—where an ap
praisal helped—how to prepare an appraisal—periodic inventories.
American Machinist, June 2, 1921, p. 929-31.

YARNS
United States. Federal Trade Commission. Summary of Report on
Combed Cotton Yarns April 14, 1921. Washington, Government Print
ing Office. 8 p.
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American Institute of Accountants
List of Officers, Members of Council and Committees—1920-1921
OFFICERS
3334 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
President ................... Carl H. Nau
Vice-Presidents .. . W. P. Hilton, 718 Bank of Commerce Bldg., Norfolk, Va.
Morris Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
T. Edward Ross. .
J. E. Sterrett...
.54 William Street, New York
Treasurer
.A. P. Richardson
. . . 135 Cedar Street, New York
Secretary
Members

of the

Council

For Three Years:

For Five Years:
John F. Forbes............
J. Porter Joplin..........
Waldron H. Rand....
Frederick A. Ross ....
Frederic A. Tilton.......
Elijah W. Sells.......
William Jeffers Wilson

.... California
...........Illinois
Massachusetts
.......... Illinois
....... Michigan
.. . .New York
. Pennsylvania

Harvey S. Chase.. .
J. D. M. Crockett..
W. Sanders Davies
Page Lawrence....
Ernest Reckitt.......
W. A. Smith.........
Edward L. Suffern

For Four Years:

Massachusetts
...... Missouri
... .New York
.......Colorado
.......... Illinois
... .Tennessee
.. .New Jersey

For Two Years:

Hamilton S. Corwin.
Ernest Crowther.......
Edward E. Gore.......
Charles S. Ludlam.. .
Overton S. Meldrum
Adam A. Ross.........
C. M. Williams.........

. .New Jersey
Pennsylvania
........ Illinois
... New York
... . Kentucky
Pennsylvania
.Washington

Joseph E. Hutchinson
F. W. Lafrentz..........
W. R. Mackenzie.......

..................... Texas
............ New York
.................. Oregon
F. F. White.........

J. S. M. Goodloe.........
Elmer L. Hatter...........
Clifford E. Iszard.......
J. Edward Masters.......
James S. Matteson......
Robert H. Montgomery
W. Ernest Seatree.......

... .New York
....... Maryland
....... Delaware
Massachusetts
... . Minnesota
.... New York
.......... Illinois

For One Year:
Walter Mucklow..
John B. Niven......
John R. Ruckstell..
............ New Jersey

.. . Florida
New York
California

Board of Examiners

For Three Years:
John F. Forbes....
Charles E. Mather.
Waldron H. Rand

For Two Years:

... .California
.. . New Jersey
Massachusetts

F. H. Hurdman.........................
J. C. Scobie................................
Arthur W. Teele.......................

New York
New York
New York

For One Year:
W. P. Hilton

.................. Virginia
Ernest Reckitt.. ..

Horace P. Griffith

John B. Niven, chairman
.................... Illinois

Auditors
Pennsylvania
Edward P. Moxey

New Jersey

Pennsylvania

COMMITTEES
Executive Committee
The President, chairman ........................ Ohio
W. Sanders Davies
The Treasurer................ ............. New York
John B. Niven....
H. S. Corwin................ . ............. New York
T. Edward Ross.. .
E. W. Sells..........
............... New York

.. .New York
. .New Jersey
Pennsylvania

Committee on Professional Ethics
Adam A. Ross, chairman
Pennsylvania
John F. Forbes....
J. D. M. Crockett............
... .Missouri
J. Porter Joplin.. .
J. E. Masters
....... Massachusetts

California
. . .Illinois
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INTRODUCTION TO
ACTUARIAL SCIENCE
By H. A. Finney

Accountants

PORTFOLIOS OF DISTINCTION
CENTURY Portfolios are equipment of distinction—known
and appreciated for their excellence of material, superb
workmanship and efficient design. In the

CENTURY “DE LUXE” PORTFOLIO (Illustrated)
you will find embodied all the essentials of a practical Port
folio. Made of heavy English bridle leather. Black, Russet,
or Cordovan. Solid shawl straps and adjustable handle.
Three or four wide pockets, and small pocket, 5" x 9", with
flap closed by snap buttons, for memo books, pencils, etc.
Hand-made gold finished staple and hooks for padlock.
Strong suspending lock with key.
Style and Size
3-Pkts.
4-Pkts.
507—17" x 11½" . . . $15.00
$16 00
508-18" x 12"
....
16.00
17.00
Sent prepaid anywhere in the U. S. upon receipt of price.
Money immediately refunded if not satisfactory in every
respect.
CENTURY Portfolios, Brief Cases and Secretary Cases—
some priced as low as $3—described in our Catalog ‘ JJ.”
Sent on request.

CENTURY LEATHER CRAFTS COMPANY
350 Broadway
New York City

A Staff Instruction Book
“HOW TO AUDIT” is not a text
book for students of accounting. It
is a book of instructions for use as
a guide to staff auditors.

It was written by the principals of
a well-known firm of auditors and
public accountants who wished to
make sure that every job would be
handled as well as though they were
supervising it in person.
A great many firms of accountants
have already placed a copy in the
hands of each of their staff members.

The price is $2.10.
quantities.

Discounts in

and students
of accounting have manifested
a desire for such a work as this—
an elementary treatise on actuarial
science.
Mr. Finney has met the need with
this 101-page volume, 5x7 inches,
bound in cloth and printed in large,
easily-read type.

The text consists of articles appear
ing in The Journal of Account
ancy in December, 1919, and Jan
uary, 1920, and, in addition, solu
tions of all problems in actuarial
science contained in the examina
tions of the American Institute of
Accountants up to and including
May, 1920.
Every accountant and accounting
student should possess this import
ant addition to accounting litera
ture.

The American Institute
of Accountants,

135 Cedar St., New York, N. Y.
Send me ............ copies of Intro
duction to Actuarial Science (at $1.50
a copy), in payment for which I en
close $..............................
Name ...................................................

Occupation ..........................................
Firm ...................................................

The McArdle Press,Inc.

Street and Number.............................

705 Third Ave., New York City

City and State ....................................
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A Brief Case that Meets the Need
—at an Exceptional Price
his

T

brief case, made

of heavy cowhide,
three 1½-in. pockets, straps
all around, extension lock,
full-length steel bar rein
forcement under handle,
size 16x11 in., brown and
russet colors.

Style No. 143

Price $5.00 each
shipped on receipt of
cheque or money order.

Our C.P.A. SPECIAL
PORTFOLIO
Size 17 x 12 in., made of
heavy cowhide, three 2½-in.
pockets and small inside
pencil and memorandum
pocket, heavy straps all
around and attached to slid
ing handle—brass plate and
loop with padlock. Made in
russet, brown and black.

Style No. 4000

$15.00 each, made with pigskin gussets
$12.50 each, made with cowhide gussets
Shipped on receipt of cheque or money order
ALL SHIPMENTS F. O. B. NEW YORK

A. H. MICHAELS

31 BEAVER STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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DIXON'S

ELdoradO

SAMPLE OFFER

Write for full-length free
samples of DIXON’S
ELDORADO and fulllength free samples of
Dixon’s “BEST” Colored
Pencils. Both are supreme
in their field.

Pencils are like people—their
dispositions vary. Dixon’s
Eldorado pencil is an amiable,
smooth worker that gets along
well with everybody. Plenty of
strength — but no grit. He’s
making his mark in all parts of
the country.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.
Pencil Dept. 117-J, Jersey City, N. J.

Canadian Distributors
A. R. MacDougall & Co., Ltd., Toronto

Dixon’s Eldorado is
made in 17 leads —
one for every need or
preference.

A Real Necessity to All
Accountants and Auditors
THE
Style 1642
Brief Case
illustrated,
size 16 x 10,
with 2pockets,
in black, tan,
brown or
black grained;
lock and
key.

$6

Accountants’ Brief Gases
Made of the best quality sole leather in attrac
tive styles and sizes—strong, durable and light.
For accountants, clerks, salesmen
A choice of 60 different styles and sizes, $6.00
to $27.00. Express prepaid anywhere in U.S.
Money back if not satisfied.

AJAX EYELET FASTENER
For Binding Valuable Statements, Vouch
ers, Legal Papers, etc., it is especially
recommended. Its use assures Security
and Permanence and is an Insurance
Against Substitution and Loss

Handles
Three Sizes
of Ajax
Eyelets
without any
Adjustment

Buy direct from the manufacturer and same
the retailer'sprofit.
Sendfor Catalog J-27.

THE AJAX
is automatic—
always ready
for immediate
use. With one
stroke of the lever it punches the hole, inserts
and clinches the eyelets in one operation.
Order from your stationer or direct.

LAWYERS’ L. B. CASE MFG. CO.

MACHINE APPLIANCE CORPORATION

5 CEDAR ST., NEW YORK

Write for our catalogue of office tools

351-353 Jay Street

When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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American Institute of Accountants

Examination Questions
June, 1917, to May, 1921, inclusive
N response to numerous requests for complete sets of examination
questions of the American Institute of Accountants, it has been
decided to bind all questions from the beginning of the Institute
to and including examinations of May, 1921, in a compact and con
venient volume for the use of accountants, instructors, students and
others interested.

I

It is contrary to the policy of the Board of Examiners to make known
any of its official answers. The book contains simply the problems,
questions, etc., and a complete subject index, which will be found of
great service for quick reference.

Bound in cloth in a single volume¼
5

inches by 7¼ inches.

On sale at $1.50 a copy at 135 Cedar Street, New York.

Cost Accounting
for MEN and WOMEN
Our course in Cost Accounting is
designed toprepare men and women
for work as cost accountants, so
much in demand just now by the
Government.

The Lloyd-ThomasCo.
RECOGNIZED AUTHORITIES ON PHYSICAL VALUES

APPRAISERS—ENGINEERS

CERTIFIED APPRAISALS
INDUSTRIAL PROPERTIES
for
Mergers
Cost Systems
Insurance
Accounting

Bond Issues
Credit Extensions
Income Tax
Liquidation

Other courses include Accountancy,
Auditing, Business Law and Spe
cial Post-Graduate Problems pre
paring for C. P. A. Examination.

SPECIAL STAFF FOR QUICK
FINANCIAL VALUATIONS OF
LARGE PROPERTIES

Send for catalog. Personal service
of R. J. Bennett, C. A., C. P. A.

CHRONOMETRIC VALUATIONS
FOR FEDERAL TAX PURPOSES

Bennett Accountancy
Institute
261 Farragut Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
EASTERN
WESTERN
75 Fulton St. 1124-1128 Wilson Ave.
New York City
Chicago, Ill.

BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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CHECKING
PEN

ANALYSIS PAPER
Buff and White—Four grades—
4 to 28 columns wide, in variety
of styles, always carried in stock,
padded or loose.

A Definite Check
A Check that Informs
Once a user—
always a user

Patented—Improved
Single pen with set of type .... $1.00
Lots of one dozen.....................................9.00
Special price to dealers
Sent prepaid upon receipt of price

Send for price list and samples.

L. H. Biglow & Company, Inc.
24 BEAVER STREET
NEW YORK

Chas. G. Harris Ticking Pen Co.
LOUISVILLE, KY.

321 GUTHRIE ST.

ANNOUNCING A NEW COLOR

Accountants’
Indemnity Insurance

— IN PRACTICAL ANALYSIS PAPER We are pleased to offer our well-known Practical
Analysis Paper in the new Buff Color. Like our
regular White paper, the new stock combines all
the desired features with the added eye-comfort of
the Buff color. Made in 16 different rulings, 4
sizes, in pads of 50 sheets or loose. Used every
where by progressive Accountants, Banks, Rail
roads, Hotels, Manufacturers and Engineers to
tabulate Earnings, Expenses, Costs, Sales, Profits,
Taxes, Loans and Statements. Ask for free sample
and prices today.
Bell Practical Binder No. 15
Binds magazines the size, of The Journal of Ac
countancy. $1.10 Postpaid. Order now and bind
your copies as received.

We are prepared to issue a policy giving
you protection against any loss or claim
arising through any act of neglect, default
or error on the part of principals or
assistants while conducting their profes
sion as Public Accountants.
May we give you further data on this subject?
R. F. NOONAN CO., INC. Insurance
110 William Street, New York
Telephones, Beekman 2325 and 8721

ARTHUR K. BELL & COMPANY
101J MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK CITY

BOUND VOLUMES
of

The Journal of Accountancy
Volume XXXI

January-June, 1921
will be on sale at $4.00 a volume. The quantity will be
limited.

To avoid disappointment orders should be sent

at once.

The Journal of Accountancy, Incorporated
135 Cedar Street, New York
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Classified Advertisements

Copy for classified advertising must be in hand at the office of the Journal of Accountancy previous to the twentieth day of the month
preceding month of publication. Rates are $9 per inch or fraction for one insertion; $7 per inch or fraction each additional insertion

SITUATIONS WANTED

Chartered Accountant

(A. P. A.) Member

of the National So
ciety of Cost Accountants and member of the London
Society of Statisticians desires an appointment, profes
sional or commercial, in the United States or abroad.
Thorough knowledge of “costing,” more particularly
engineering, and competent by experience to undertake
any form of auditing, systematizing, investigation and
accounting work. Married, age 32, at present doing pub
lic accounting work in New York.

Box 157 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Seven years with leading
New York firms, desires
position on permanent start of progressive firm of public
accountants, capable of supervising. Will consider execu
tive position as auditor, comptroller, treasurer, etc. Has
been successful in office reorganization. Tactful, ener
getic, pleasing personality. Age 37; not married; willing
to travel, or to leave New York permanently, especially
for Pacific Coast.
Box 160 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Senior Accountant

Executive Accountant - Systematizer
College and university training in commerce. Master of
accounts and incorporated accountant degrees. Eleven
years experience various lines, including public account
ing. Desires position, any line, where ability and knowl
edge of organization methods are prime factors. Age 31.
Salary $4,250.
Box 159 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

, Desires position
with manufac
turing corporation. Now employed as senior accountant
by large firm of certified accountants. Married; age 35;
salary $8,000 a year.
Box 156 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Accountant or Controller

ACK numbers of The Journal
of Accountancy are difficult to
obtain and sometimes have to be pur
chased at a premium.

B

Hereafter, except to subscribers who
have failed to receive their regular
copies, the charge for back numbers
will be 50 cents a copy.
A number will be considered a “back
number” when thirty days shall have
elapsed since publication.

SITUATIONS WANTED

Cost Accountant-Controller-Treasurer
Age 38. Married. Experienced and high-grade executive.
Seventeen years’ constructive, cost and analytical experi
ence. Now open for a position due to his position with a
large manufacturing plant being abolished. References
of the highest character.
Box 158 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

College grad
uate is avail
able for engagement in official capacity with an industrial
institution or as executive on accountant’s staff, where
there is the possibility to establish partnership relations.

Certified Public Accountant

Box 152 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

C. P, A. with four years’
experience as a senior ac
countant, desires to make connection with established
firm of public accountants. Advertiser is 30 years of
age and has had extensive experience in supervising
audits and writing reports. Fully capable of taking charge
of an office. Available at once.
Box 161 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Senior Accountant

HELP WANTED

Office Manager Wanted
A nationally known firm of accountants requires at its
office in one of the smaller cities an office manager whose
duties will be first assistant to the resident partner and
directly in charge of assignments and office routine; par
ticularly the editing of reports, and professional super
vision from the office viewpoint. The location of the
office and the nature of the work should be attractive to a
married man who desires to be at home in a city offering
excellent living conditions and fine school facilities.
Preference will be given to a seasoned accountant with
a good education, preferably a college graduate, who is
certified in one of the states where the degree has a
recognized standing, or is a member or associate of the
American Institute.
There is an exceptional opportunity in the position
referred to, and the firm hopes to secure an exceptional
man qualified to take a responsible part in the future
development of the organization.
In reply please state age, education, give a connected
account of business and professional experience, name
salary now received and salary expected for a new posi
tion, and when available. Replies will be received in
strict confidence, and no inquiries made of present or
past employers or references without express permission
from the candidate.
Box 151 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.
A nationally
known
firm
of public accountants will have six permanent positions
open on or about August 1. “Seniors” must be able to
write reports couched in best of English.
One opening is for a thorough accountant who, through
practical experience, is capable of assuming full charge
of income-tax department. Another is for a man expe
rienced in handling bank examinations.
Location, Middle-West. Give full particulars as to ex
perience, education, salary, etc., in first letter. Applica
tions will be held in strict confidence.
Box 155 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Seniors and Semi-Seniors
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HELP WANTED
A long - estab
lished firm of
certified public accountants desires to add to its staff
several semi-seniors and juniors who have had public ex
perience and who have completed an accredited course in
accountancy and, preferably, in business law; satisfactory
academic education and impressive address requisite; an
exceptional opportunity for young men of mature deter
mination; commensurate compensation. Give chronological
account of business and professional experience, educa
tion, age, nationality, whether married or single. Replies
confidential.
A. Lee Rawlings & Co., Norfolk, Virginia.

Semi-Seniors and Juniors

MISCELLANEOUS
and
branch-office
service
at
Washington, D. C., is offered to
firm of high standing by accountant with established office.
Box 153 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Representation

Public accountant of Philadelphia
with small clientele wants partner
with a practice.
Box 154 c/o The Journal of Accountancy.

Partnership

SPECIAL Analysis Paper for
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
Prices and samples on request

T costs the book publisher money to do
you a service in making known to you in
these pages what works are available that
may be of value to you.

I

Quite properly he wants to confine his ad
vertising expenditures to publications that
bring the greatest return in proportion to
the cost—this aids you in that by good man
agement he is able to hold dozen the cost of
books you need.
You will assist him and serve yourself if
you make it possible for him to gauge the
value of The Journal of Accountancy.
Send your order on the coupon he attaches
to his advertisement or enclose that coupon
with your letter.

THE HENRY O. SHEPARD COMPANY
632 Sherman Street
Chicago, Illinois

DUTIES OF THE JUNIOR ACCOUNTANT
By W. B. Reynolds and F. W. Thornton
Cloth-bound; 7 x 5 inches; 107 pages.
PUBLISHED UNDER THE ENDOWMENT FUND OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS

Tells just what is expected of the beginner and of
the more experienced junior accountant. An aid to
learning what to do and how to do it.

Price per copy $1.00
Use this coupon
in sending your
order.

The American Institute

of

Accountants

135 Cedar Street, New York, N. Y.

Send me

copies of DUTIES OF THE JUNIOR

ACCOUNTANT, inpayment for which I enclose $
Name

Occupation

Firm

Street and Number_______________________

________ ___________________________

City and State__________________________________________________________ ____ _______
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The

1920 YEAR BOOK
of the

American Institute of Accountants
Contains
Reports of proceedings of the Annual Meeting,
September, 1920.
Lists of Members and Associates corrected to
January 1, 1921.
Reports of Officers and Committees.
Personnel of all State Boards of Accountancy,
Constitution and By-Laws and Rules
of Professional Conduct.

American Institute of Accountants
135 Cedar Street
161 pages.

New York

Price $1.50 net.
$1.65 delivered in the
United States of America

For the past two years it has been impossible to accom
modate all the qualified students who have sought to
enroll in
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF COMMERCE,
ACCOUNTS & FINANCE
This is a matter of keen regret to us—the more so in
view of the fact that many men who had to be refused
because of lack of room were of a character to profit
most through our instruction and be of most credit to
us as graduates.
Readers of The Journal of Accountancy who are
considering the possibility of entering New York Uni
versity at some future time are urged to investigate and
make their decision far in advance of the opening of the
University year in September.
For bulletins address THE SECRETARY

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF COMMERCE,
ACCOUNTS AND FINANCE
32 Waverly Place
New York City
When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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Pace Institute, by
means of its standardized,
accredited courses in Ac
countancy and Business Administration,
has pioneered the way for many notable,
individual achievements in professional
Accountancy and in organized Business. It stands ready
now to assist ambitious men and women desirous of
securing specific, technical training for Accountancy
or for Business.
New Resident Day Classes in Accountancy and Business Ad
ministration will form this month in Pace Institute, New York,
Boston, and Washington. The work of the first three Semesters
of the Pace Course may be completed in half the time required
in evening classes. If you can arrange for Resident Instruction,
write the school nearest you for Day-School Bulletin and full
information.

One Month’s Trial Instruction $7
The Pace Courses are also successfully given by Extension through the mails.
The Extension Course—covering the same subjects as does the Resident
Course—may be taken for a month’s trial instruction, with the charge for
tuition and texts limited to $7. There is no obligation to continue.

Send for Bulletin and descriptive booklets, specifying either Resident or
Extension instruction.

Pace & Pace
715 G Street, N. W.

30 Church Street

Tremont Temple

Washington, D. C.

New York City

Boston, Mass.
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